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G reetings from the Asia-Pacific Centre of Education for International Understanding (APCEIU),  
 the Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization Regional Centre for Archaeology and  

Fine Arts (SEAMEO SPAFA) and the Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization Secretariat 
(SEAMEO Secretariat). Our three organizations, which strive to develop education, mutual understanding  
and intercultural appreciation throughout the Southeast Asian and Asia-Pacific region, are pleased to  
collaborate once again on this exciting new project, “100 Everyday Objects from Southeast Asia and Korea”,  
which was developed within the framework of the “SEAMEO-APCEIU Collaboration on Educational  
Material Development for Cultural Understanding”.

Since 2005, our organizations have collaborated on various projects related to multicultural education,  
including the educational card game “O’oh”, the digital game “SEA Journey”, as well as reading and  
audio-visual materials on folktales from Southeast Asia and Korea (the latter can be accessed at  
http://asianfolktales.unescoapceiu.org). Last year, we developed an educational book representing 
paintings from Southeast Asia and Korea that depict some of the local festivities and rituals shaped by 
our ancestors over centuries of cultural and historical development (the digital publication is available 
for download from the organizers’ respective websites: www.unescoapceiu.org, www.seameo-spafa.org 
and www.seameo.org).

This year, thanks to the support of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and the Ministry  
of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Korea, we sought the expertise of museum professionals and  
anthropology researchers to collect ‘everyday objects’ from Southeast Asia and Korea with the aim of  
developing an educational reference book that presents information on objects used in our homes and  
communities for our everyday lives. 

These objects, developed from local materials for local purposes, are reflective of the culture and the  
activities practised in the countries represented in this book, the objective of which is to help shed light  
on the unique characteristics of each country’s culture while demonstrating the region’s shared materials  
and techniques. Each object, by reflecting the art, techniques and everyday practices of each culture,  
reveals elements from the anthropology, art and everyday activities of Southeast Asia and Korea.

We hope that the readers will benefit from and appreciate the book’s contents as much as we enjoyed  
developing this project. In this regard, we would like to express our sincere gratitude to all the  
participants who made this project possible through their enthusiasm, knowledge and expertise.

Dr. M.R. Rujaya Abhakorn
Director
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Dr. Chung Utak
Centre Director
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Dr. Witaya Jeradechakul
Director
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W hile cultural diversity is accepted as a prominent feature of Asia, the diverse peoples of the region  
 have shared similar ways of life based on sedentary communities, agriculture, and exchanges of  

goods and commodities over the centuries. Through local and collective wisdom, they discovered ways of  
gathering raw and natural materials to turn into edible food through preparations using different kinds of  
utensils. They used natural fabrics and dyes to make clothes, various kinds of wood, bamboo and clay to  
build houses and make domestic utensils, hunting tools and multipurpose containers. The different  
preferences for certain shapes and colours among different communities gave rise to diverse unique  
cultural characteristics in accordance with local experiences and activities. The historical developments of 
skills in metal works, commerce and commodity exchanges, human migration and political interaction are  
some of the many factors that have contributed to shaping the region’s communities, cultures, and nations.  
Modern history has seen the development of not only globalism, but also regionalism, as manifested in the  
creation of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and, more broadly, in the concept of the  
Asia-Pacific region.

As we move forward into the 21st century, it is important to understand and embrace our shared  
traditions, as well as to appreciate one another’s unique cultures, in order to assume our roles and  
responsibilities as individuals, as representatives of a community, as members of the region, and more 
broadly, as global citizens, in the name of peace, harmony and unity. Learning from and about each 
other’s cultures and experiences is one of the most important tools in achieving this, as education is a  
key element in helping to develop mutual understanding and intercultural communication. Through 
this book, the organizers hope to address some of the needs in the field of intercultural education, and  
to initiate a dialogue and critical thinking among its users through objects that, at first glance, may seem 
to be simple items serving only practical purposes.

Indeed, everyday usage can often erode an object’s originality, specificity and technical ingenuity.  
To those who may have never seen the object, it is something new and unique. An object that is  
produced by a culture is a reflection of local wisdom, traditions, materials and skills, serving  
a purpose, sometimes even several, that caters to the needs of the daily lives of a person, a family,  
or a community. Everyday objects can even be found outside of the context in which they are used,  
notably in museums where the objects are exhibited to the general public for educational purposes  
and for cultural preservation.

Introduction



In this book, 100 objects (ten objects from ten countries) are grouped together in relation to the basic  
necessities of life everywhere: food, clothing, domicile, and medicine, plus the ways traditional  
agricultural communities make their living, observe their spiritual beliefs, and occupy their spare time  
in games and music. We hope to educate the readers on the everyday practices, traditions, techniques  
and artistic styles from Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Korea, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Philippines,  
Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam. With this in mind, this project’s overall objectives are to:

 • Produce a teaching and learning resource that will leverage cultural understanding on material  
culture and traditional practices, and raise appreciation for culture among students and teachers across  
ASEAN member states and the Republic of Korea (ROK).
 • Devise an educational resource book that teaches students and teachers how to utilize  
everyday objects that are representative of history, tradition and culture as a source of information  
for intercultural understanding.
 • Establish a network of sharing and cooperation among museum curators and anthropologists  
from ASEAN member states and the ROK.

After reviewing these 100 objects, one may notice similarities between an object from another  
culture and one from his or her own community in various ways, either by perceiving a similar purpose  
or usage, by discerning comparable artistic styles and techniques in the making of the object, or by  
identifying similar materials from their local environment. While some objects may share similar  
characteristics in appearance, usage or materials, each object is unique and reflects a specific culture’s  
wisdom, capacity for innovation, and traditions. As a result, learning about each other’s cultural heritage  
through these objects is one of the many means through which we can develop knowledge and mutual  
understanding with the aim of raising awareness on culture, history, religion and civilization, and of  
building a sense of community among the countries of the region, in keeping with the ASEAN  
Socio-Cultural Community Blueprint, that established the concept of ‘unity in diversity’.

The success of this project lies not only in the distribution of this educational material, but also in  
how its beneficiaries and users will apply and disseminate what they have learned throughout their  
community.
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Eating & Preparing Food

10 Traditional Chopsticks

Supit (Dusun) Supit / chandas is a chopstick-like utensil that is made of split 
bamboo to form a slender ‘chopstick’ with one end still joined. 
It is used to nip food from dishes and, traditionally, it is used to 
eat ambuyat, a sticky food made of sago flour called ambulong.  
Ambuyat is twirled with the chandas and dipped in a sauce 
known as cacah. The cacah can be made from local fruits or 
fermented shrimp (known locally as cencalu).

Supit / chandas is still popularly used as a practical kitchen  
utensil in Bruneian households. It is even laid side-by-side with 
spoons and forks in several restaurants that serve local food  
varieties such as ambuyat, cencalu, and various other delicacies. 

Material:  bamboo
Location: Malay Technology 
 Museum, 
 Brunei Darussalam 

Chandas (Brunei Malay / 
Kedayan)
Brunei Traditional Chopsticks
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Lesung (Brunei Malay)
Wooden Mortar

Lesung  is a wooden mortar that is used to pound rice. It is  
typically made of hard wood. A few handfuls of unhusked rice  
are put in the bowl-shaped receptacle in the middle of the  
mortar, and then one woman, or two women taking turns, throws 
down the double-ended pestle onto the rice. The pestle, called 
alu, is a heavy club-shaped object, the end of which is used 
for crushing and grinding. It has wide rounded ends, with a  
narrower shaft in between so that it can be held with a single hand 
with a loose grip.

In some post-harvest activities, pounding the rice seeds in a 
lesung to produce amping (pounded rice seeds) is considered a 
special social occasion, especially for thanksgiving ceremonies. 
The Kedayan of Brunei also use lesung as part of their wedding 
rites, whereby the bride and groom sit on the lesung instead of 
the pedestal seats.

Materials: hard wood, or sometimes  
 the ‘kulimpapa’ tree trunk  

 softwood
Location: Malay Technology 
 Museum, 
 Brunei Darussalam 

Wooden Mortar
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Palm juice is collected from the top of the trees using bamboo  
tubes. These tubes are traditionally made out of bamboo stalks  
that have been cut into smaller sections. To make it lighter for the  
collector, the outer skin is removed and a small string is attached  
to the hollow end of the tube. Bamboo tubes can hold up to two  
litres of palm juice and larger ones up to four. Containers made  
from mature bamboo stalks may last as long as ten years.

Over time, Cambodians have used different types of materials  
to collect palm juice, such as plastic containers, soda bottles,  
water and sewer pipes as well as shell casings. “According to  
the palm tree climbers in Phum Badaik, Siem Reap Province,  
the shell casings were first used when villagers took palm  
sugar and gave it to soldiers in exchange for the plastic shell  
casings. The shell casings are slightly longer than the normal  
bamboo containers […]. These casings are easy to use and can  
collect a lot of palm juice.” (Reyum, 2001, Tools and Practices.  
Change and Continuity in the Cambodian Countryside, Reyum  
Publishing, Phnom Penh, p.15)

Materials: bamboo, nylon cord
Location: Preah Dak, Siem Reap  
 Province, Cambodia

Bampong Teuk Thnaot
Palm Juice Collecting Tube

Palm Juice Collecting Tube
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The basket with a foot is a popular type of receptacle used to 
transport, store and winnow rice. It can also be used to keep  
kitchen utensils as well as seeds, such as sesame seeds, corn  
kernels and beans. Its sturdy square base makes it easier for  
the person who carries it to sit it on top of her head when  
transporting seeds to the market.

Here is a Cambodian folktale about baskets:

 “One day, Brother Hare felt very hungry. He then saw an  
 old woman carrying on her head a basket that was full of  
 fresh bananas to sell at the market. Brother Hare then had  
 a cunning idea: he lay across the path pretending to be  
 dead. Happily surprised, the old woman thought to herself  
 that this hare would make an excellent meal for her  
 family. She then placed Brother Hare on top of her basket  
 and resumed her walk. In the meantime, Brother Hare  
 made a feast of all the bananas and quickly jumped out  
 of the basket and ran away.”

Materials: bamboo, rattan or ‘lpeak’  
 vine, palm fronds
Location: Damdek, Siem Reap
 Province, Cambodia

Kanh Cheu
Basket with a Foot

Basket with a Foot
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Eating & Preparing Food

This sago cake mould is from Sula Islands, North Maluku  
Province, Indonesia. Sago is one of the staple foods of the  
peoples of Indonesia, particularly among those living in the  
country’s eastern part. Sago starch is rich in carbohydrates,  
and can be used for making various delicious snacks. Sago 
cakes or cookies are made of a mixture containing sago  
starch, coconut, and nut. Sometimes brown sugar or palm sugar  
is added to make it sweeter. Then the mixture is put into a  
cakemould made of clay, after which it is grilled. The cookies 
are relatively firm, sooccasionally they are dipped in tea before  
eating them.

The sago tree is highly suitable to be grown in Indonesia’s  
tropical climate. It can grow up to 20 to 30 metres in height.  
The sago grain is obtained from mashing the stem of the sago 
tree. The grain is then watered, squeezed and filtered. The  
liquid that results from this process contains sediment. The  
water from this sediment liquid is then removed, and the sago  
extract is thus obtained from the sediment that remains after  
removing the water. Sago extract is dried under the sun. To  
obtain sago starch from one sago tree, approximately four  
persons are required to work for three days. Dried sago starch  
lasts so long that it can be consumed months later.

14

Material : clay
Location : National Museum of 
 Indonesia, Jakarta

Cetakan Sagu (Forna) 
Cake Mould

Cake Mould
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This earthenware or vessel, known in Korea as onggi (옹기), is 
used for food storage. It is made of clay and baked near 600 or 
over 1,100 degrees Celsius. Depending on the temperature, the 
earthenware becomes either unglazed or glazed.

This vessel is used for keeping rice, kimchi (spicy pickled  
cabbage), and other traditional Korean ingredients such as soy 
sauce, hot pepper paste, and brown bean paste. This vessel is 
suitable for the fermentation process because this jar has the 
special feature of ‘drawing breath’ (meaning it has strong air  
permeability). The earthenware’s size and usage are diverse. The 
largest one is for kimchi and the small one is used for seasoning. 
A traditional Korean house has a jangdokdae (platform for jars).  
In olden days, it was a sacred place for household spirits.

The usage of this traditional vessel has decreased since the 1960s 
as the housing pattern for Korean families has changed. Most  
urban houses do not have the space for traditional earthenware.  
Instead of this jar, people prefer to use home appliances or  
modern storage containers. Recently, Korean people, however,  
have been re-evaluating the use of the hangari for a healthy  
standard of living.

15

Material : clay
Location : National Folk Museum
 of Korea

Hangari 
Earthenware

Earthenware
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Material: brass
Location: National Folk Museum 
 of Korea (this set was 
 donated by 
 Mr. Lee Dae-Jae)

Yoogi Bansanggi 
Brassware Dinner Set

Brassware Dinner Set

This dinnerware set was used among the elite class in Korea 
before the middle of the 20th century. Others would not use  
it for everyday life; instead they would use it for the ancestor  
worshipping ceremony. It is good for the winter season because 
it keeps the food warm. 

Brassware was the best material for dinnerware before the  
introduction of modern stainless steel. During the modernization 
period of Korea, especially the 1960s, stainless steel dinnerware 
had replaced brassware, as the latter is difficult to clean and  
to prevent from rusting. Brassware has nowadays become ritual 
dinnerware in modern Korea. However, recently, people are  
rediscovering this traditional brassware as the right dinnerware 
for a healthy life.
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Material: hardwood
Location: Lao National Museum,  
 Vientiane, Lao PDR

Phavee Khao 
Sticky Rice Cooling Board

Sticky Rice Cooling Board

The wooden cooling board for sticky rice is used for cooling  
down freshly steamed glutinous rice before putting it in a  
rice box. These cooling boards are now becoming quite rare.  
However, most Lao kitchens use these boards to cool and  
separate the sticky rice before the rice is placed in individual 
sticky rice baskets.

The phavee khao is made of hardwood, such as teak wood, 
and can be commonly found in two shapes. They are becoming  
increasingly rare because large pieces of wood are very  
expensive and difficult to find nowadays. These sticky rice  
cooling boards are currently highly valued and sought after in  
the antique market.
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This sticky rice basket is used to keep the sticky rice after it has  
been cooked. Lao people eat sticky rice every day and they use  
the sticky rice basket to keep the cooked rice nice and warm 
for their daily use, especially when working in the fields. It is  
also customary to take alms to the temple and bring rice for the 
monks in this basket.

The sticky rice basket has a long history. Since the foundation of  
the Lao Lan Xang Kingdom in the 14th century, Lao people have 
been growing and consuming sticky rice as their staple food. 
Since then, it is believed Lao people have been traditionally  
using this basket to carry sticky rice once it has been cooked. 
As the main ingredient for daily consumption, sticky rice is  
eaten with various types of dishes, such as soup, meat, fish,  
laap (salad with herbs and minced meat) and sauces.

Materials: rattan, wood, bamboo,
 string
Location: Vientiane, Lao PDR

Aep Khao Niow
Sticky Rice Basket

Sticky Rice Basket
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This mould is used to make kuih karas, one of the traditional  
foods from the northern region of Malaysia. The main ingre- 
dients of kuih karas are rice flour, sugar and water. After making  
a smooth and thick batter, the mixture is poured into a kuih  
karas mould and moved in a circular motion to form a thin, lacy  
pancake in the hot oil. It is then lifted out and folded before it  
becomes cool and hard.

In olden days, kuih karas would only be found during special  
occasions and festive events, such as Eid al-Fitr (feast marking  
the end of the Ramadan fasting period). Nowadays, it can  
be easily found in small markets or in the snack section of  
supermarkets. Due to high market demand, a modern machine 
has been invented to produce kuih karas instead of making  
them the traditional way.

Acuan Kuih Karas / 
Kuih Karas
Crispy Sweet Cake Mould

Materials: Coconut shell, wood
Location: Department of Museums
  Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur
 

Crispy Sweet Cake Mould
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Sengkalan 
Medicine Tool

Medicine Tool

Materials: ‘nyatoh’ wood, coconut  
 shell and rope
Location: Department of Museums  
 Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur   
 

In olden days, the sengkalan was used as a tool to make  
medicine. Leaves and spices were finely crushed in the base of  
the sengkalan using a coconut shell. The coconut shell is tied  
from its top to the sengkalan base with a rope. It has the same  
function as a pestle and mortar in traditional Chinese medicine.

The sengkalan is very popular among the Malays of the east  
coast of peninsular Malaysia. Carved motifs would decorate  
the sengkalan to add to its beauty. This sengkalan design is  
influenced by the Malay Pattani from Thailand. Nowadays, the  
sengkalan is hardly used because of the significant amount of  
time it takes to make traditional medicine.
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Luhung & Pumbukbok 
(Ifugao)

Lusong & Pambayo 
(Filipino)
Mortar and Pestle

Material: wood
Location: National Museum of 
 the Philippines, Manila

This object is a wooden mortar (luhung) and pestle (pambayo) 
used to pound rice and root crops.

Among the Ifugao, processing rice for consumption usually  
begins with pounding the dried bundled stalks with a pestle. The  
separated grain heads are transferred to the mortar, this time to  
remove the husks off the grain. The remaining chaff are removed  
using winnowing trays.

During special ceremonies and rituals, the Itneg/Tinguian of Abra  
Province pound rice to the rhythm of the gongs. They also  
position the mortars upside down to serve as tables for offerings,  
such as basi (wine), to the spirits during engagement and  
mourning rituals. The Tagbanua of Palawan also use inverted  
mortars as platforms and other groups use them as chairs or  
chopping boards.

Groups in the Philippine Cordillera use the images of mortars as  
textile designs. Called inalson, these are observed in the blankets  
draped over the shoulders of a medium during ceremonies, or 
those used to wrap the dead. The mortar and pestle are also  
extensively found in Philippine folklore, one of which is about  
the origin of the moon and stars (see Philippine comb in this  
book, p.43).

Mortar and Pestle
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Ang Ku Kueh 
Cake Mould

This mould is used to make ang ku kueh, a Peranakan Chinese  
pastry. This round or oval-shaped cake is usually made from  
glutinous rice flour and a sweet filling. The kueh takes the  
shape of the mould, a tortoise shell. 

Ang ku kueh is steamed on a piece of banana leaf after being  
moulded. It is red because red is an auspicious colour in  
Chinese culture, and is symbolic of good fortune and prosperity.

Ang ku kueh means ‘red tortoise pastry’ in Baba Malay, a  
Peranakan creole spoken in parts of Southeast Asia. This kueh 
was usually served during festive occasions, such as Chinese  
New Year, or the birth of a new baby. It is shaped as a tortoise  
shell because the Chinese traditionally believe that eating  
tortoise will lead to a long life.

Cake Mould

Material: wood
Location: Peranakan Museum, 
 Singapore
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Tingkat 
Tiffin Carrier

This is a three-tiered food container called a tingkat, a Malay  
word. It would have been used to carry a worker’s lunch, or to  
deliver food to customers. The thin metal handle locks the  
containers in place. This is similar to the tiffin carriers that were  
widely used in India and then introduced to Penang and  
Singapore by the British during colonial rule.

This tingkat is decorated with sprays of flowers and a butterfly  
set against a green background. It is made from enamel, which 
is a material produced by applying glass in powder form to a  
metal, ceramic or glass structure, and heating the object at  
high temperatures.

Material:  Painted or enamelled 
 metal (tin or iron)
Location: Peranakan Museum, 
 Singapore

Tiffin Carrier
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This object is a mortar and pestle set (batu lesung), probably  
used in the preparation of the spices and pastes needed in  
Peranakan cuisine. It is made from rough granite and consists 
of two parts, a square base and a rod-like pounder. It is used 
for crushing and pounding everything from candlenuts to lemon-
grass. Breaking up the large pieces and grinding them release  
the flavours of the ingredients.

Prospective mothers-in-law would visit the homes of bridal  
candidates as they were preparing meals in the kitchen. She 
would then be able to hear the girl pounding using the batu 
lesung and she could tell the experience of the cook by the 
sound of the pounding.

Batu Lesung 
Mortar and Pestle

Material: granite 
Location: Peranakan Museum, 
 Singapore

Mortar and Pestle
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Hai Kob Pak Song Chan
Twin Rim Jar

Material: clay
Location: Ban Phon Bok, 
 Nong Khai Province, 
 Thailand

The Tai-Lao speaking groups in the Mekong area use the hai, 
which is a kind of earthenware pot, in their daily life. It is used 
as a container for storing water and food, particularly fermented  
fish (pla daek), which is a kind of preserved food that adds a  
distinct flavour to the local cuisine.

Pottery production is the main source of income for the residents 
of Ban Phon Bok. Potters work all year round, except when they 
have to work in rice fields or plantations. In a one-year cycle,  
potters have to ‘wai tao’, which means paying respect to the  
tutelary spirits of the kilns (tao). This must be done twice a year: 
once in the middle of the year, and once at the end of the year.  
The offerings, including a small pack of rice, flowers, burning  
incense sticks and candles, are placed at the main entrance or  
at the back of the kilns.

Twin Rim Jar
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Ka Tai Khut Ma Phrao
Rabbit-shaped Coconut Grater

The ka tai khut ma phrao is a traditional kitchen tool with a  
sharp edge used for grating coconuts. Grated coconut is a key  
ingredient for fresh curries, desserts and beverages. Although  
the ka tai khut ma phrao is commonly found throughout  
Thailand, its name varies from one region to the other.  
For example, it is called ‘lek khut’ (iron grater) or ‘lep khut’ in the 
south, whereas people in the northern region call it ‘maew khut’ 
(cat grater).

The Thai coconut grater comes in different shapes, such as that  
of a cat, a dog, a bird, a lizard or a man. Despite its variety of  
shapes, it is usually called ‘ka tai khut ma phrao’, which means  
‘rabbit-shaped coconut grater’. There are two assumptions  
about why it is called ‘ka tai’ (rabbit). The first assumption is that  
the steel teeth or the blade of the grater look like rabbit teeth,  
and the other is that its body resembles that of a rabbit. 

In the past, spoons made from coconut shells or bamboo pieces  
were used as graters. Later, when steel became more common,  
people began to use steel to make the teeth or the blade of the  
graters.

Materials: wood, metal
Location: Sergeant Thawee Folk 
 Museum, Phitsanulok 
 Province, Thailand

Rabbit-shaped Coconut Grater
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Mâm Cơm 
Serving Tray

The Chứt people of north-central Vietnam often spread out the 
cooked sticky rice on this tray for it to disperse and dry. The tray  
is used to arrange food for daily meals and as a dish to serve  
cooked meat. All the family members gather around this tray  
during meals, regardless of age. If a family has many members,  
there are separate trays for men and women. The tray will be  
cleaned and then hung to the wall or to a pole of the house.

The tray is made of bamboo and consists of two connected  
parts: the surface and the support base. The surface has two  
layers: the upper layer is made using the triple-weaving  
technique, creating a flaring basket shape, and the edge is  
made of rattan; the lower layer is woven in a fox-eye shape and 
placed on four bamboo slats connected to each other forming  
a square. The support is about 15 centimetres high with a  
flaring shape and is made of bamboo or wood. Two rattan  
circle hoops keep it steady. It is the men of the family who make 
this tray. To avoid termites, people often hang the tray above  
the kitchen fire. As a result of the smoke and soot, the tray  
turns shiny dark brown.

Materials: bamboo, rattan, wood
Location: Vietnam Museum of 
 Ethnology, Hanoi

Rabbit-shaped Coconut Grater Serving Tray
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Ninh Đồ Xôi 
Sticky Rice Steamer

Material: bronze
Location: Vietnam Museum of 
 Ethnology, Hanoi

The steamer is cast in bronze and has a shiny black colour. It is  
used to cook sticky rice, vegetables, various other foods, and 
to distil traditional wine. The Thái peoples buy the steamer from  
the Việt (Kinh) people. To cook sticky rice, one must pour water  
into the steamer, place the steamer on the fire, and put the  
sticky rice into the upper pot of the steamer. Nowadays, the 
steamer is still popularly used among the Thái and other ethnic 
groups, such as the Mường, Tày and Bru-Vân Kiều.

The steamer is cylindrical and has a wide base, a slightly flared 
mouth, a high neck and small waist. The steamer is used as a 
pot to distil alcohol by water condensation. If the Thái do not 
purchase the steamer from Việt (Kinh) people, they can make 
the steamer themselves from pottery. For Thái people, the 
steamer is very important. It is considered as valuable property  
indicating a family’s wealth. It is not only a practical object, it  
also carries spiritual meaning. When a family moves to a new  
house, it is the male homeowner who must be the one to bring the 
steamer into the house.
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Baju Kurung (Brunei 
Malay / Kedayan)

Brunei Traditional Dress

Materials: silk/cotton fabric,
 threads and hooks
Location: Brunei National Museum, 
 Brunei Darussalam
 

Baju kurung is everyday social attire for Brunei Malay women.  
It is a loose-fitting dress, consisting of a skirt and a long-sleeved 
and collarless blouse. The skirt is made from a long cloth that 
reaches down to the ankles. Baju kurung is made from fine  
fabrics, mainly silk, with printed beautiful geometric or floral  
patterns and attractive colours. A woman often wears baju  
kurung with a headscarf called tudung.

In Brunei, baju kurung, meaning ‘enclosed dress’, represents 
modesty and proper female attire in public. Its ‘male’ versionis  
called baju melayu, meaning ‘Malay dress’. Nowadays, baju  
kurung is commonly worn as the official school uniform for  
girls and is also worn by female officials in government offices.

Traditional Dress
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Sinjang
Brunei Traditional Textile

Sinjang, or kain samping, is a skirt-like garment that is worn  
by Malay men around their waist as an essential part of the  
baju melayu (Malay dress). Sinjang is traditionally a handmade 
cloth that is woven with beautiful floral designs and symbolic  
patterns. Among the most popular sinjang patterns are kain  
bertabur (‘star-spangled’ cloth), kain jongsarat (‘boat-full-of- 
passengers’ cloth), kain silubang bangsi (‘holes-of-flute’ cloth),  
kain liputan madu (‘honey-coated’ cloth), and many more. Men  
use sinjang for public occasions such as weddings, official state 
functions and also Friday prayer in the mosque. Sinjang is also  
presented as a gift from the bride to the groom as part of the  
wedding ceremony.

The act of folding the sinjang is called menapih sinjang (sinjang 
folding) or tapih sinjang. There are several ways of folding a  
sinjang, including tapih tengah (‘central folding’), tapih bunga 
(‘flower folding’), and tapih daun (‘leaf folding’).

Materials: woven fabric, threads
Location: Malay Technology 
 Museum,
 Brunei Darussalam

Traditional Textile
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Songkok
Brunei Traditional Headwear

Songkok, or kopiah, is a type of Malay cap for men. It is made  
of black cotton or velvet cloth. When the songkok is worn with  
a shirt and a pair of long trousers and a sinjang (see sinjang,  
previous page in this book), the ensemble forms the Malay  
attire called baju melayu (Malay dress). The songkok is also  
worn when Muslim men go to prayer. On other social occasions, 
it is customary for Malay men to put on their songkok when  
attending social functions such as wedding ceremonies and  
funerals.

Songkok is also worn by schoolboys as part of their school  
uniform. Upon the death of a very important member of the  
Brunei royal family, particularly a sultan or former sultan, those  
who wear songkok must have a piece of white cloth wrapped  
around the outer circumference of the songkok as a sign of  
mourning.

Materials: paper, thread, 
 and velvet fabric
Location: Malay Technology 
 Museum,
 Brunei Darussalam

Traditional Headwear
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Checkered Krama 
Cambodian Scarf

A multipurpose item of clothing, the Cambodian krama is used  
to protect one’s head from the sun, to bathe in the river, to carry  
children and to tie around the neck when formally meeting  
someone. It can fulfil the purpose of a hat, towel, skirt and bag.  
It owes its versatility to its lightness, durability and its ability 
 to dry fast.

According to the Buddhist Institute, the krama has been used  
since the 1st century of the reign of Preah Bath Hun Tean and  
has been a symbol of the Khmer Kingdom ever since. As a  
result, it was imposed by the brutal Khmer Rouge Regime  
(1975-79) as both a compulsory item of clothing and as a way  
to identify people pertaining to a particular zone. Each zone was  
colour-coded; for instance  people from the eastern zone were 
assigned a blue-and-white checkered scarf.

Material: cotton
Location: Phnom Penh, Cambodia

Scarf
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Sampot Hol 
Cambodian Silk Folded Skirt

Material: silk
Location: Samrong District, 
 Takeo Province, 
 Cambodia

The sampot hol is a traditional and fine Khmer skirt. Sampot 
means ‘wrapping skirt’ and ‘hol’ refers to the ikat type of pattern  
that makes it distinctive. It necessitates sophisticated ikat woven  
techniques in order to achieve both a refined silk texture and  
delicate patterns. The sampot hol is worn by women on festive  
occasions and its very fine quality can be a mark of specific  
social status.

The use of silk in Cambodia dates back a few centuries. Zhou  
Daguan, a Chinese diplomat who visited Angkor in August 1296  
at the court of King Indravarman III until July 1297 gives a unique  
insight into the daily life of the inhabitants of Angkor in his  
accounts. He mentions for instance the rite of passage to  
womanhood, which required gifts of silk and other fabrics to  
the monk who initiated the ritual. If the parents failed to proffer  
the gifts, the young girl would run the risk of becoming his  
property forever and never marry.

Silk Folded Skirt
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Kain Ikat
Indonesian Textile

This is a modern ikat cloth from East Sumba, East Nusa  
Tenggara Province, Indonesia. Women wear it as a shawl by 
hanging over their shoulder. It can also be wrapped around the 
head. In addition, it can be worn wrapped around the neck for 
a more modern usage. Long ago, in addition to its use as part 
of everyday clothing, traditional cloths were used as objects of  
exchange for relatives to trade amongst themselves. The beautiful  
motifs in this cloth are made using the ikat technique, which is  
a traditional weaving technique that represents the pride of the  
peoples of Sumba. Ikat is a technique through which patterns  
are created on a woven fabric by tie-dyeing the yarn before  
weaving. The motifs illustrate several animals, such as horses,  
shrimp, chickens, and monkeys.

Cloth weaving is traditionally considered as women’s work.  
Usually, they weave in their leisure time. Starting from the age of  
five years old or so, girls learn to weave from their mothers and  
grandmothers. They cheerfully accompany their mothers to plant  
cotton in the backyard, spin cotton into thread, dye the thread,  
and finally weave the thread into beautiful pieces of cloth. The  
weaving equipment is usually placed on the porch, or under the  
traditional houses which are stage houses. During weaving, they  
are often accompanied by their pet dog or pig hanging around  
or sleeping near them.

Materials: cotton, synthetic dyes
Location: National Museum of 
 Indonesia, Jakarta

Textile
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Seraung 
Sun Hat

This sun hat, commonly known in Indonesia as seraung, is from  
Muara Lasan, East Kalimantan Province, Indonesia. It is worn  
by both young and older men and women to cover their heads.  
They wear it when going to the field and catching fish in the river.  
Geographically, East Kalimantan is located precisely on the  
Equator, so the sun shines brightly in this area all year long. The  
wide seraung thus protects the head from the scorching sun.
The sun hat is commonly used throughout all parts of Indonesia.  
This seraung, however, is very unique because it is beautifully  
adorned. Long ago, almost every woman in East Kalimantan  
was capable of making a seraung herself. Today, it is sold in  
traditional markets. It is usually adorned with various em- 
broidered motifs, such as lines, crosses, flowers, and butterflies.  
The nobilities make their seraung more beautiful by adding  
beads. The more beautifully adorned the seraung is, the happier  
and prouder will the wearer be, especially among young girls.  
When women wear the colourful seraung on their heads while  
working in a field full of greenery, their sun hats stand out and  
provide a contrasting and picturesque view.

Materials: palm leaves, beads, 
 cotton threads
Location: National Museum of 
 Indonesia, Jakarta

Sun Hat
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The binyeo is a traditional Korean hairpin ornament. This binyeo  
is also called ‘yongjam’ because it has a dragon design on one  
end and a long body. It is used to fix women’s long hair, especially  
in the chignon style. There are two types of binyeo, which are  
the jam and che styles. The jam has a long body and the che  
has a ‘n’ shape. 

This binyeo is used for the ceremonial hairstyle. Its size is very  
long to match the ceremonial dresses and hairstyle. The stylized  
tip is gold plated and the eye, mouth, and ear parts of the dragon  
are painted in red.

The origin of the binyeo dates back to ancient Korea. However,  
contemporary Koreans use it only with traditional hanbok  
dresses for ritual or traditional holidays.

Binyeo 
Traditional Korean Hairpin 
Ornament

Materials: silver, copper alloys, 
 wood
Location: National Folk Museum 
 of Korea

Traditional Hairpin Ornament
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Bogjumeoni 
 Korean Luck Pocket

This is a traditional lucky bag for women. The lucky bag was  
used as a pocket for traditional Korean hanbok dresses, because  
the latter does not have pockets. On the Seol Festival (first day of  
the year in the lunar calendar), Korean girls wearing the hanbok  
take this lucky bag to put gifts of money from elders. 

Its shape is round. Normally, it has embroidered Chinese letters,  
such as 壽 (life), 福 (luck), 富 (wealth), 貴 (nobility), which is  
believed to bring good luck and happiness to the holder. This  
bag has the embroidered design of 壽福 (life-luck) on the front  
side, and a flower and butterfly on the back.

Nowadays, this bag may be worn without the hanbok. It is used  
as a gift-wrap or a pouch. Koreans use this lucky bag to wrap  
chocolate, candies, jewellery, and any kind of small sized gifts.

Materials: silk and woollen fabric
Location: National Folk Museum 
 of Korea

Korean Luck PocketLuck Pocket
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Kkachi Durumagi 
Korean Magpie Overcoat

This is a special overcoat for girls. The basic form of the coat is  
similar to the normal durumagi (overcoat) of traditional Korean  
hanbok dresses, except that it has obang colours: red, blue,  
yellow, white and black. These five cardinal colours symbolize  
the Yin-Yang and the five elements theory (wood, fire, earth,  
metal and water). Based on these symbolic colours and theory,  
this dress can prevent misfortune, and bring luck and longevity.

As the name ‘kkachi durumagi’  indicates (‘magpie overcoat’), it is  
a special dress for the last day of the year. Koreans call the last 
day of the year ‘Kkachi Seollal’ (the magpie’s first day of the new 
year). It is because Koreans believe that the magpie bird brings 
good news for the New Year.

Nowadays, Koreans use this dress as a costume for the first  
birthday of a female infant to wish her longevity and happiness.

Materials: silk, woollen fabrics
Location: National Folk Museum 
 of Korea

Korean Magpie OvercoatMagpie Overcoat
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Pha Sin
Traditional Lao Skirt

The pha sin, or traditional Lao skirt, is integral to Lao culture  
and custom. The pha sin is worn by women every day to wear  
to the office, to school, to the temple and to official meetings.  
The pha sin comes in various forms. For example, it can be a  
high quality silk textile worn on special occasions, or it can be  
made more simply for young girls to wear to school.

The motifs represented on the pha sin are very important to  
Lao people as they denote myths and legends of the past.  
Designs vary from district to district and the quality can be  
very valuable. As they are hand woven, Lao women take great  
pride in the quality of their pha sin. Lao women are immediately  
recognizable all over the world when wearing their Lao pha sin.

Material: silk
Location: Lao National Museum, 
 Vientiane, Lao PDR

Traditional Skirt
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Pending 
Malaysian Buckle

The pending is a complementary accessory for Malay men and  
women. For Malays, the pending is usually worn with a belt.  
As can be seen in the picture above, the pending has no gems.  
The pending shown here was specifically made for men of  
the royal family of Kelantan. The surface is engraved with an  
embossed lotus flower and filigree motifs. It is traditionally worn  
with a samping cloth tied in ikat pancung style and a baju  
sikap (Malay jacket).

Normally, a pending with gems is worn by women, while men  
usually wear one without gems. Women in Kelantan usually wear  
a sarong cloth with a pending. In Indonesia, the pending is worn  
with a cloth wrapped around the waist.

Material: solid gold
Location: National Textile Museum,
 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
 

Buckle
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Kain Limar Bersongket
Malaysian Woven Cloth

The songket cloth is mostly worn by Malay women as a sarong.  
Some women wear the songket as a head cover. Traditionally,  
the songket would be worn during official and ceremonial rites.  
Nowadays, it is commonly worn as part of a bridal costume 
set, in the performing arts, and in official ceremonies. It usually  
takes about one month to produce a piece of songket cloth  
depending on the desired motifs and design.

The songket represents luxury and grandeur due to its richness  
and exquisite design. Kelantan and Terengganu are known as  
the main domestic producers of songket. It is said that, in olden  
days, only the Malay royal family, especially sultans and kings,  
could wear it.

Materials: raw silk (warp-resist 
 dyeing), gold thread
Location: National Textile Museum, 
 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Malaysian Woven ClothWoven Cloth
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Sudlai (Hanunoo-Mangyan)
Suklay (Filipino)

Philippine Comb

This is a crescent-shaped, carved wooden comb from southern  
Mindoro, used for grooming or as a hair ornament. 

Usually associated with women, different types of combs  
are found among different Philippine groups. In the sunduk  
(gravemarker) of the Sama groups in southwest Philippines, an  
inverted comb design on its top indicates a female grave. Among  
the Tausug, also in southwest Philippines, a wedding flag with  
a crescent shape represents the bride.

The comb and necklace, along with the mortar and pestle  
(see Philippine mortar and pestle, p.21), are part of one popular  
Filipino myth on the origin of the moon and stars:

 “A long, long time ago, the sky was only an arm’s stretch  
 away overhead. One day, a mother asked her daughter  
 to pound rice. Before doing so, she removed the comb  
 from her hair and the beads from her neck, hanging  
 them on the sky. To finish the task early, she pounded  
 hard, raising the pestle high, without noticing that she  
 was hitting the sky. It went up so high, along with her  
 comb and necklace. The comb became the moon while  
 the necklace scattered and became the stars.”

Material: wood
Location: National Museum of 
 the Philippines, Manila

Philippine CombComb
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Kebaya 
Singaporean Jacket

The kebaya is an open jacket with long sleeves and a short  
collar. The length can vary, and this one is short and shaped to  
flatter the figure. Women often fasten them with a set of three  
brooches (kerosang), usually connected by a chain. This kebaya  
is made from white translucent cotton voile and decorated with  
embroidery. Translucent kebaya would have been worn over an  
inner-garment.

The Peranakan Chinese did not completely imitate the European 
fashion in the East Indies. However, they infused their sense of 
aesthetics into the sarong kebaya, creating a distinctly Peranakan  
style by the 1920s.

Material: cotton
Location: Peranakan Museum, 
 Singapore

Jacket
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Singaporean 
High-Heeled Beaded 
Slippers

Beaded slippers (kasut manek in Baba Malay) would often be 
sewn by nyonyas (Chinese Peranakan women) using glass  
beads imported from Europe. The beaded uppers were then  
sent to a shoemaker to be made into slippers. In some cases,  
the beadwork would be commissioned from highly skilled  
nyonyas who could produce more elaborate and complex  
designs.

Prior to World War II, many Chinese Peranakan women learned  
how to sew and cook well. Skill in needlework and cooking  
were traditionally considered highly desirable for prospective  
daughters-in-law.

Materials: Glass beads, leather
Location: National Museum of 
 Singapore

High-Heeled Beaded Slippers
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Sarong A sarong is a type of wrap skirt made from a long cloth, often  
sewn into a tube. This sarong features an array of motifs,  
including figures, fans, flowers, and umbrellas. Batiks made by  
the Dutch in Indonesia are sometimes referred to as batik  
Belanda (Dutch batik).

Batik makers in Indonesia were inspired and influenced by  
the techniques and patterns of batik-making in India. Batik  
makers in Java decorated cloths with traditional patterns found  
in Indian textiles, but also invented new designs based on  
traditional Indonesian art, or influenced by Western colonial  
culture. Batik was produced by Chinese, Arab, Javanese, and 
Eurasian makers.

Material: cotton batik
Location: Peranakan Museum, 
 Singapore

Sarong
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Material: silk
Location: Ban Phone, Kalasin 
 Province, Thailand

‘Phrae wa’ refers to a piece of fabric that women wear around  
their shoulders and sometimes on their head with traditional  
clothing. Usually, simple-patterned phrae wa fabrics are worn  
for everyday use, while cloths with more complex patterns 
are kept for special occasions, important events and festivals.  
At present, new patterns are being designed and the size of the  
phrae wa fabrics is increasing to meet the growing demand  
of modern customers who wear the phrae wa with modern  
dresses.

Phrae wa has been a local handicraft of the Phu Tai people in  
Ban Phone, Kalasin Province, for more than 200 years. One of  
the most important characteristics of phrae wa fabrics is that  
the weavers use their fingers to pick out the warp threads to form  
motifs on the cloth. The phasaew is a model cloth upon which  
there are a number of traditional model patterns, which is passed  
down from generation to generation. However, present-day  
weavers sometimes create their own patterns, thus making  
different phrae wa patterns in size and numbers depending on  
their creativity and purpose.

Phrae Wa 
Thai Traditional Cloth

Traditional Cloth
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Takhao 
Thai Earrings

In Surin province, earrings are locally called takhao, which are  
pieces of jewellery made of gold or silver. Local people believe  
that the takhao made by their ancestors is a piece of sacred  
jewellery and a good luck charm. They often wear the takhao as  
an ornament on special occasions, at ceremonies, celebrations  
and festivals, since they believe that these earrings bring them  
luck. The shapes and the names of the takhao are mainly derived  
from the names of local flowers and natural features. The takhao  
has a post attached to its back, which pierces into the ear lobe  
when one wears it. At present, a number of silversmiths have  
learned to create new styles, in which there are more decorated  
features, such as small pieces of silver on the takhao, thus  
making the present-day takhao look more luxurious than the  
original ones.

It is assumed that the takhao originated more than 270 years ago,  
when a group of the Khmer people migrated from Cambodia to  
escape a civil war. Most of the Ban Chok villagers are Khmer  
descendents. Their ancestors migrated from Phnom Penh to  
Surin approximately two centuries ago, bringing with them their  
high level of expertise in making gold ornaments. Khun Sinarin, a  
former leader and goldsmith, was the person who disseminated  
and transmitted the knowledge of gold and silverware to  
villagers. Today, silverware in Ban Chok village is promoted by  
the local government and attracts tourists to come to the village  
to observe silverware-making processes.

Material: raw silver
Location: Ban Chok, 
 Surin Province, Thailand

CLOTHING
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Áo Dài 
Vietnamese Traditional Dress

The áo dài traditional dress is a symbol of Vietnamese culture.  
In the past, the áo dài was worn by both men and women.  
Nowadays, the áo dài is more commonly worn as a female  
dress at work, as a school uniform, for the Vietnamese Lunar 
New Year festival (Tết Nguyên Đán), and other  occasions such 
as national celebrations and fashion shows. There are many  
variations in colour and collar design, but the style remains  
close to the original. The length of the áo dài extends to the  
knees or ankles. The trousers, worn underneath the dress, go  
down to the ankles. Vietnamese students wear white or violet  
áo dài as their uniform.

King Nguyễn Phúc Khoát is regarded as the person who  
created and developed the áo dài in its contemporary form in  
the mid-18th century. The áo dài has a unique design that is  
considered both respectful and charming. It reflects the body  
of the person who wears it, so each áo dài is suitable for only  
one person. The common material is silk, especially for the  
female dress, as it adds a touch of femininity. The conical hat  
(nón lá) or circular headdress (khăn đóng) should be worn  
with the áo dài. However, the nón lá (see next object, p.50)  
when worn with the áo dài, is more for posing for portraits.  
For weddings, festivals, or any formal event, the khăn đóng  
headdress is usually preferred.

Material: Vietnamese silk
Location: Vietnam Museum of 
 Ethnology, Hanoi

CLOTHING
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Nón Lá 

Vietnamese Conical Hat

This conical hat is used to avoid the rain and the sun, as well as 
for a variety of other purposes, such as to contain goods and 
water, to use as a fan, etc. Women also wear conical hats to help 
with their posture. There is a silk strap that ties underneath the 
chin to fix the hat on the bearer’s head. Since time immemorial, 
conical hats have been reflected in folk songs and poems, and 
are considered as a symbol of Vietnamese culture. The nón lá 
conical hat is still widely used today.

The frame of a conical hat is made of bamboo slats, which are  
arranged in conical shape following an axis of a same centre.  
It is covered by palm leaves (lá lụi), which are arranged in  
different layers. The leaves are fixed onto the frame with cotton  
or polyester thread using a sewing technique. The inside of the  
hat is sometimes decorated with the shapes of flowers, leaves, 
birds, etc. The chin strap is often made of coloured silk. In  
Vietnam, there are many places that produce various types of 
conical hats, such as in the areas of Huế, Quảng Bình, Nghệ  
An and Bình Định.

Materials: bamboo, palm leaf
Location: Vietnam Museum of 
 Ethnology, Hanoi
 

Conical Hat
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Tindulang 
Food Cover

Tindulang, derived from the words ‘tudong dulang’ (tray cover),  
is a food cover decorated with colourful patterns. It is made  
from dyed pandan or nipah leaves. Because of the beautiful  
decorative designs, some tindulang are used as ornaments and 
gifts that are presented in Malay weddings. Nowadays, it is even  
part of a beautifully choreographed dance with female dancers  
holding the tindulang.

Tindulang weaving is one of the handicraft activities practised 
by very skilled tindulang weavers among Brunei women. The  
process is not as easy as it looks: the pandan or nipah leaves 
have to be boiled, soaked and dried, and then dipped in dye to  
add colour. Today, tindulang is sold in local stalls as a decorative  
handicraft.

Materials: ‘nipah’ palm leaves, 
 rattan, colouring paint
Location: Malay Technology 
 Museum, Brunei 
 Darussalam

Food Cover
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Heb 
Container for Betel

The heb is a container for betel leaves (mlou) consumers. The  
lid of the container is partitioned into four compartments in  
which are placed: the betel leaves (in the largest section), limes, 
areca palm seeds and tobacco. The main body of the heb  
usually contains more leaves and other necessary ingredients. 
Less used today as a container for betel leaves consumers, the 
heb has become a popular souvenir for tourists. Its aesthetic  
appeal and its usefulness encourage artisans to continue to  
produce it.

At Buddhist weddings, a silver heb is part of the symbolic  
transaction whereby the bride and groom are ‘entrusted’ by  
their respective family and ancestors. In both social and ritual  
life, the betel is traditionally associated with birth, initiation,  
wedding, death and resurrection. In the context of Cambodian  
weddings, it is a symbol of love, contracts and agreements.

Materials: wood from the kapok 
 tree, ‘koh’ tree, 
 bamboo, palm 
 tree stalk, natural tree 
 resin or ‘mrak’
Location: Damdek, Siem Reap 
 Province, Cambodia

Container for Betel
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Cempor 
Oil Lamp

The cempor oil lamp is used by the Baduy people living in  
Banten Province, Java, Indonesia. This traditional kind of  
lamp uses coconut oil as its fuel. Interestingly, the oil is put on 
a small piece of the base of a ceramic bowl. The wick of the  
lamp is made of a small piece of cloth that is partly dipped in  
coconut oil. The lamp is usually hung in the centre of the living 
room in every Baduy house. It is lit when the sun goes down. 
Under the dim light of the lamp, family members gather and hold  
discusssions. Occasionally, one or two neighbours may join the  
conversations.

In their daily life, the Baduy people firmly uphold their ancestors’  
traditions, which include the prohibition of the use of electricity.  
They make good use of their environment to create tools and  
equipment for their daily life. One example of their technical  
ingenuity is this oil lamp. It is made of bamboo, which grows  
abundantly in the mountains where they live. They also process 
the coconut oil themselves. However, the ceramic part of the  
lamp shows that they are open to external culture, albeit in  
limited amounts. They are very happy to welcome visitors, as  
long as they observe their local rules and traditions. 

Materials: bamboo, ceramic
Location: National Museum of 
 Indonesia, Jakarta

Household Objects
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Najeonham 
Mother-of-Pearl Box

The najeonham (najeon box) is used for storage. Considering  
the size of the box, it may be used for storing official attire. It  
dates back to the Joseon Dynasty (1392-1910).

‘Najeon’ means ‘engraving crushed pieces of seashell (mother  
of pearl) on the surface of wood’. After this work, the surface is  
brushed with sap extracted from the lacquer tree. This technique  
is known as chilgi, which protects and polishes the wood.

The najeon technique was introduced from China and is now  
widely spread throughout China, Korea, Japan and Vietnam.  
However, Korean najeon art developed its own distinctive style  
from the influence of Buddhism under the Goryeo Dynasty  
(918-1392) and Confucianism under the Joseon Dynasty (1392-
1910). Each period developed a different artistic style. The  
Goryeo style is very delicate, while the Joseon style is realistic.

It was a luxury item for the ruling class before the 20th century.  
Najeonchilgi furniture was very popular in middle class houses  
until the 1970s. However, it has disappeared from the Korean  
family house. Recently, however, small household najeon items  
have become popular again.

Materials: wood, mother of pearl
Location: National Folk Museum 
 of Korea

Household Objects
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Samchengjang 
Three-Tiered Chest

This is used to store clothes. As Korean weather has four  
seasons, Korean people wear seasonal dresses, so they need  
to store clothes for different seasons. Normally, these chests  
for clothes were used in the woman’s room to store clothes.

These two pieces are used as a set. As per Confucian tradition,  
the furniture of the woman’s room needs to have pieces with  
an even number of division. This furniture has only three  
divisions. However, if they put two pieces together as a set,  
the number of division is six, an even number. These were  
made by Yang Seok Joong, one of the initiators of traditional  
handicraft art. With this craft work, he won the President Prize  
in the 38th Korea Annual Traditional Handicraft Art Exhibition  
in 2013.

Materials: Zelkova tree wood, 
 Paulownia tree wood,
 brass
Location: Korea Foundation of 
 Cultural Heritage

Three-Tiered Chest
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Kata 
Carrying Basket

This basket is used by various ethnic groups who live along the  
Mekong River, in the provinces of Bolikhamsay, Khammouan,  
Salavan and Savannakhet. Women usually use these baskets  
to collect vegetables and forest products. Sometimes, they use  
these baskets to store clothes in their homes. They also use  
them to carry rice from the field to their homes. The baskets can  
be used by men as well.

This object is also used in traditional performing arts as a  
decoration worn by dancers. It is carried on the shoulder to  
perform folk songs about rural life, farming and harvesting.

Materials: wood, rattan, bamboo
Location: Lao National Museum, 
 Vientiane, Lao PDR

Carrying Basket
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Huat Neung Khao 
Sticky Rice Steamer Basket

This rice basket is used for steaming sticky rice. After soaking  
the rice overnight in water, the rice is placed inside the basket,  
and steamed until it is cooked. This usually takes 20 to 30  
minutes. All Lao families continue to cook sticky rice using this  
traditional method.

The rice steamer basket is a traditional cooking tool for all  
Lao people who have been using it since time immemorial.  
These steamers are also used to steam other various types of  
food.

Material: bamboo
Location: Vientiane, Lao PDR

Sticky Rice Steamer Basket
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Khanhom
Umbrella

This is a traditional umbrella made in northern Lao PDR. It is  
used to protect oneself from the rain and the sun.

The local manufacture of these traditional umbrellas was nearly  
lost and, fortunately, has been brought back only recently.  
These umbrellas are locally handmade from paper that has  
been coloured with different vegetable dyes. Natural resin is  
used to make the umbrellas water proof.

Materials: bamboo, paper, 
 natural dyes, resin
Location: Lao National Museum,
 Vientiane, Lao PDR

Umbrella
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Cepu 
Container

The cepu is used as a container for food or clothes whenever  
fishermen go out to sea. This cepu is made from jackfruit and  
merbau wood, and was formed into a round shape in the  
middle. Wires and rattan are used as cepu holders to carry the  
box and to secure the tight-fitting lid. Food or clothes were thus  
fully protected from water.

In olden days, the wooden cepu was mostly used by Malay  
fishermen on the eastern coast of Malaysia. The wooden cepu  
can also function as a safety buoy if the boat were to sink.

Materials: wood, rattan and wires
Location: Malay World Ethnological 
 Museum, Kuala Lumpur, 
 Malaysia

Container
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Baluy (Sama)
Banig (Filipino)

Mat

Woven pandan (pandanus) mats are commonly used as bedding.  
On special occasions, they are covers to the typical bamboo or  
wooden flooring. In the southern Philippines, they may also be  
used as prayer mats, given as gifts or part of dowries, or as  
currency to help pay for a large purchase, for instance a new 
kumpit (boat). Newly woven mats are where offerings for the  
spirits, such as rice, bowls of food and betel chew, are arranged  
during rituals, while old mats are where agricultural produce such  
as copra and cacao are dried. Loosely woven mats are also  
utilized in the packing of tobacco and abaca for shipment. In the  
absence of wooden coffins, mats are also used to wrap the dead. 

Mat weaving is done by women throughout the country. The  
preparation involves a variety of activities, including cutting,  
rolling, coiling, cooking, drying, stripping, bleaching, softening  
and dyeing. Weave designs are memorized and passed on to the  
next generation. 

Besides pandan, other materials include sesed (a rush plant that  
grows in swampy areas), tikog (a slender sedge), buri (palm tree), 
dried banana petioles and rattan. These are now replaced by 
plastic materials that last relatively longer but do not suit the hot 
and humid Philippine climate.

Materials: pandanus leaves and 
 synthetic dyes
Location: National Museum of 
 the Philippines, Manila

Mat
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Burnay (Ilocano)

Stoneware Jar

These stoneware jars are used as fermentation or storage  
containers for basi (local wine) and suka (vinegar), both made  
from fermented sugarcane juice. As such, they are placed in  
shaded areas or makeshift structures outside the main house.  
Smaller types of burnay are used to keep bagoong (shrimp/fish  
paste) and salt, placed near the hearth or kitchen area. 

The burnay preceded the arrival of Spanish colonizers in the  
Philippines. It was introduced by the Chinese as an all-weather  
container of shipments to and from China and other Asian  
polities that passed through what is now Vigan City in Ilocos  
Sur, the centre of trade in Luzon during the pre-colonial and  
Hispanic periods. Early Chinese settlers in the city established  
its local production. 

Today, the burnay is still produced in Vigan City, Ilocos Sur,  
by two families, both of Chinese ancestry. Old pieces are now  
regarded as family heirlooms, and seen in houses as décor or  
water storage in gardens.

Material: clay
Location: National Museum of 
 the Philippines, Manila

Stoneware Jar
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Suako (Tinguian / Itneg / Ilocano)
Pipa (Filipino)

Pipe

In the Philippines, young and old men and women smoke  
pipes with rolled dried tobacco leaves. After smoking, these 
pipes are tucked into the hair, head cloth or hat, or sometimes 
placed in the bag together with the betel chew, especially when 
travelling. 

Pipe bowls may be made of wood, bamboo, clay or metal, while  
the stems are made of reed, metal or plastic. Silver pipes made  
of coins were introduced by the Ilocano of northern Luzon.  
Other metal pipes are made from brass wires and cartridge  
shells, and decorated with chains, coins and shells. Pointed  
metals are sometimes attached, for cleaning the bowl. The men  
are the pipe makers.

Tabako (tobacco) was introduced to the Philippines from the  
Moluccas by the Portuguese. In the 19th century, it was widely  
grown in northern Philippines as a cash crop and source of  
revenue for the Spanish government.

Materials: wood, plastic and metal
Location: National Museum of 
 the Philippines, Manila

Pipe
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Tempayan
Storage Jar

Jars like this were used to store rice, water, and other staples  
in a Peranakan home. The contents were kept away from  
pests, especially when covered with a wooden lid and raised off  
the ground on a stand.

Many Peranakan families preferred storage jars that were  
shaped like ovals, hexagons, or starfruit (belimbing). Over time,  
these jars became family heirlooms, treasured and passed 
down through generations. They are seen as sources of life and  
continuity of the family.

Materials: ceramic, iron
Location: Peranakan Museum, 
 Singapore

Storage Jar
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Mon Kwan 
Cushion

Mon kwan comes in a wide array of colours, sizes and styles,  
and varies according to their uses. A triangular-shaped cushion  
(axe pillow) is a supportive cushion for sitting on the floor or  
on a reed mat. A rectangular shape is better for the neck or the  
lower back. The cushion offers lumbar support when used on  
armchairs and sofas. Sometimes, it is used as a pillow.

Mon kwan is filled with kapok fibre and covered with woven  
cotton, not wrapped in cases. They are often ornately em- 
broidered, or made up of beautiful brocades. Embroidery and 
patterns could indicate ethnic group cultures. This picture  
illustrates the cushions from the Lao Song ethnic group in  
U-Thong, Suphan Buri Province. These cushions are decorated  
with the Lao Song artistic patterns and are intricately woven to  
be presented as offerings to the temple and to be used in one’s  
household.

Materials: hand-woven cotton, 
 kapok fibre
Location: U Thong, 
 Suphan Buri Province,
 Thailand

Cushion
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Chian Mak 
Betel Tray

This betel tray is a northeastern Thai style betel tray, which is  
a container to store a betel chewing set, which includes betel  
leaves, areca nuts and red lime, as well as all the materials used 
in the preparation of a betel quid, including a betel leaf holder,  
a lime container with spatulas, a nut cutter and a crusher. The 
surface of the tray is covered with black and red lacquer and 
some simple carvings. Today it is almost impossible to find 
young people who are betel chewers. This is the reason why  
the making of betel trays is nowadays mainly for decorative  
purposes.

Betel chewing was very common in Siam (Thailand) in the 20th  

century. During World War II, when Field Marshal Phibunsong-
khram was the Prime Minister, there was a serious attempt to  
abolish the practice of betel quid chewing by enforcing the law  
against betel chewing. According to the Act of National Culture  
in 1942, it is stated that betel quid chewing is prohibited, and 
saliva and betel juice spitting on the roads and in public places  
is considered an illegal act. This was part of his attempt to  
modernize the country.

Materials: wood, lacquer
Location: Ban Pa Aow,  
 Ubon Ratchathani  
 Province, Thailand

Betel Tray
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Traditional Propeller Game

Utar-Utar (Dusun)
Kipas Tarik (Brunei Malay)

Brunei Traditional Propeller Game

Utar-utar or kipas tarik, which literally means ‘fanning by pulling’,  
is a kind of traditional game that imitates a mechanical fan or  
propeller. A mungkog fruit is hollowed with three holes to allow  
a wooden shaft to pass through it with a string tied to the shaft.    
One end of the shaft is fitted with a wooden blade to form  
the kipas. While kipas tarik or utar-utar is indeed a creative  
mechanical device, young Brunei children play it for the sake of  
fun and marvel at its remarkable mechanism.

To operate the utar-utar blade, a player has to rotate the wooden  
shaft to let the string roll around it and then pull the string to  
rotate the blade in the opposite direction, which keeps the  
string rolled up around the shaft following the direction of  
rotation of the turning blade as the player lets the string slack  
awhile after each pull.

Materials: ‘mungkog’ fruit, string, 
 wood
Location: Malay Technology 
 Museum, Brunei 
 Darussalam
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Pasang
Brunei Traditional Board Game

Pasang, which literally means ‘set-up’, is a two-player strategy  
board game. It is played on a wooden square board marked  
with intersecting right-angled gridlines to form small equal 
squares that cover the whole pasang board. In the middle of  
the board is an empty 7 x 7cm receptacle filled with 120 black 
and white button pieces called buah (meaning ‘fruits’). These  
buah, of which 60 are black and 60 are white, are initially laid out 
in one of the 30 traditional patterns. The objective of the game 
is to collect the most points by capturing these buah pieces 
at each player’s turn. The player who acquires the most buah  
buttons wins the game. 

The pasang game requires careful thinking and good strategy  
skills. It is generally played by women during wedding ceremonies.  
Nowadays, the pasang game is played among school children  
in inter-school competitions in Brunei.

Materials: buttons, wood 
Location: Brunei National 
 Museum, Brunei 
 Darussalam

Traditional Board Game
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Asey 
Shuttlecock

A popular source of entertainment in Cambodia, the purpose  
of the game is to keep the shuttlecock in the air for as long as  
possible while kicking it using different parts of the body  
(except the hands) and passing it on from one person to another.  
Traditionally made out of interwoven palm leaves, it has recently  
been replaced by a modern version that uses plastic rings  
stacked on top of each other.

Originally from China, the jianzi (shuttlecock) is known to be  
2,000 years old. The first known version of the game dates back  
to the 5th century BCE. The game is believed to have evolved 
from a gamereminiscent of modern football that was used for  
military training.Consequently, numerous Chinese generals used 
jianzi both to relax and keep their troops fit. Over the next 1,000  
years, the game spread throughout Asia, acquiring a variety of  
new names and rules along the way. It eventually came to  
Europe prior to World War II.

Materials: palm leaves, chicken 
 feathers, string 
Location: Siem Reap, Cambodia

Shuttlecock
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Khloy 
Flute

The khloy is one of Cambodia’s most popular musical instru-
ments from the aerophones type. It is either used on its own or  
as part of the mohori or kar ensembles. 

The Cambodian khloy flute is one of Asia and Southeast Asia’s  
oldest musical instruments and dates back to the 7th century.  
Its equivalent in China, called the dizi, finds its origins 7,000  
years ago.

Material: bamboo
Location: Preah Dak, Siem Reap, 
 Cambodia

Flute
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The Cambodian xylophone is often considered the leading  
instrument in a musical ensemble owing to its role in starting a  
piece and in prompting the others. Two mallets are used to strike  
the twenty-one bamboo bars to provide a three-octave range. 

Cambodian musical instruments include a variety of roneat. The  
roneat daek is similar to the roneat aek, but is of rectangular  
shape and has 21 keys made of steel. The roneat tung is larger  
and has four legs. The roneat tung thom has twenty two keys. 
The roneat teang only has sixteen keys, which are made of metal  
alloy of gold colour. The roneat lopeng lopong is associated  
with the Kuoy ethnic minority and its keys are not strung together  
like the Khmer roneat.

Materials: bamboo, wood
Location: Siem Reap, 
 Siem Reap Province,
 Cambodia
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Roneat Aek 
Xylophone

Xylophone

Recreational Objects
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Dhakon is played by two people. On the dhakon panel, there are  
20 holes, which consist of 18 small holes and two big holes  
(one at each extremity). Every small hole is filled with nine  
seeds. One of the players starts the game by taking nine seeds  
and distributing one seed to every hole, starting from the right  
side of the starting hole. When the last seed is distributed to a  
small hole with seeds in it, all the seeds in that hole can be  
distributed again to the hole on the right side (small and big).  
This step goes on until the last seed is distributed into an empty 
hole. That is when the players change turns. The game is over 
when all the seeds are distributed in the big holes, and no seed 
is left in any of the small holes. The winner is the one who places 
the most seeds in the big hole.

Dhakon is a game for children in Java. In Jakarta, dhakon is 
called congklak. Dhakon seeds are commonly made from  
the seeds of the kecik sapodilla (sawo kecik), as well as from  
other plants. Experts believe that dhakon is not only played in  
Indonesia, as it can be found in many other countries around  
the world. It is possible that dhakon was brought to Indonesia  
through Middle Eastern or Indian merchants. In Central Java, this  
game was played only among children from the nobility. This 
fact can be seen from the two ends of this dhakon panel, which  
resemble a dragon, a symbol of the authorities. Nowadays, anyone  
can play dhakon, regardless of social status.

73

Dhakon 
Toy

Material: wood
Location: National Museum of 
 Indonesia, Jakarta

Toy
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Serunai 
Musical Instrument

This musical instrument is called serunai and originated from  
Selat Panjang, Siak Sri Indrapura, Riau Province, Indonesia. It is  
included in the aerophone (wind instruments) category. Its seven  
holes provide both low and high tones. Its widened end amplifies  
the volume of the sound. It is usually played with other traditional 
musical instruments during joyous traditional ceremonies, such  
as weddings and the inauguration of village elders. It can also  
be played individually, for example during rice harvesting or  
while working in the field.

Most historians agree that, historically, this musical instrument  
is from the Middle Eastern region (Arabia-Persia). In the Middle  
East, it has several names, such as surnai, sirnai, and shanai. 
The distinctive melody of the serunai will incite the audience to  
sing along and dance. The lyrics that are sung are usually about  
love, friendship, as well as good virtuous values. Beautiful poetic  
lyrics, together with the melody of the serunai, will make the  
audience feel happy, relaxed, and at peace.

Materials: wood, buffalo horn
Location: National Museum of 
 Indonesia, Jakarta

Musical Instrument

Recreational Objects
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Yutpan 
Game Board

This is the board for a traditional Korean board game called  
‘yutnori’. This yutpan (board) is made of oilpaper and is decorated  
with the auspicious designs of the bat, flowers, and the Chinese  
characters meaning longevity and happiness. It is most popularly  
played during traditional holidays in contemporary Korea.

Yutnori is one of the most famous traditional games in Korea.  
The player throws four wooden sticks (yut) into the air and counts  
how many sticks are up and down. There are five combinations  
of up and down. If one stick is up and three sticks are down, it is  
known as ‘do’, and the player can move his/her token one space. If  
two sticks are up and two sticks are down, it is known as ‘gae’,  
and the player can move his/her token two spaces. If three sticks  
are up and one is stick down, it is known as ‘geol’, and the  
player can move his/her token three spaces. If four sticks are up, it  
is called ‘yut’, and the player can move four spaces. If four sticks  
are down, it is called ‘mo’, and the player can move five spaces. 

There are 29 stations on the board. Among them, 20 stations  
form a circle and nine stations make two intersected lines  
inside the circle. Another yut pan has a rectangular shape and  
with diagonal paths inside of the rectangle. The player can move  
four tokens, based on the combination of yut sticks.

75

Material: paper
Location: National Folk Museum 
 of Korea

Game Board
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Kane 
Musical Instrument

The kane is a traditional wind instrument with a carved wooden  
platform that has been burnt, stylized and lacquered. It is  
commonly used to play traditional Lao music.

A traditional Lao musical instrument used by Lao ancestors  
and still used today, this instrument is one among several that  
are played at festivals and rituals such as Boun Phavet Festival  
(also known as Vetsandone/Vetsantala Festival), Boun Bang Fai  
(Rocket) Festival, That Luang Pagoda Festival and the Boat  
Racing Festival. Traditionally, young Lao men would play the  
kane around town in the hope of wooing young women. 

In local imagery, whoever lives in a sala (an open air pavilion,  
also known by the same name in Thai and Khmer), eats sticky 
rice, wears a pha sin (see pha sin in this book, p.40 ) and listens to  
the kane is a typical, traditional Lao.

The kane has also been represented on Dong Son drums, which  
are believed to have been produced between the 6th century  
BCE and the 3rd century CE. These drums have been found in  
various parts of Southeast Asia. The kane and its music are said  
to originate from Salavan Province, which would suggest that  
the songs and music of Salavan are an ancient tradition.

Materials: thin bamboo, wood, 
 native beeswax
Location: Lao National Museum, 
 Vientiane, Lao PDR

Recreational Objects

Musical Instrument
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Kong 
Drum

The kong drum is made of wood, buffalo leather and metal studs  
that are used as fixtures. The wood base of this drum has been 
lacquered. It is a two-sided drum that is commonly used in Lao 
traditional music. 

Like the kane (see previous page), the kong is played with  
other traditional Lao instruments at various festivals all year  
round. Even though different ethnic groups throughout Lao PDR  
would use a different combination of instruments, this drum is  
commonly used throughout the country and is a common feature  
at festivals and celebrations.

Materials: wood, leather, brass 
 fixtures
Location: Lao National Museum,
 Vientiane, Lao PDR

Drum
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Gasing Uri 
Spinning Top

The gasing uri is very famous in Kelantan and Terengganu.  
This game would strengthen the relationship between players.  
It is usually played in a competition between two groups from  
different villages in the same district. Normally, this game  
requires two assistants. One player will hold the cokok and one 
will throw the gasing. Each group will fight for seven sets of  
gasing uri in one game.

The group with the longest gasing uri spinning will win the game.  
The longest record is two and a half hours. The losing team that  
consecutively loses seven rounds is required to pay for seven 
complete sets of gasing uri for the winning team. Usually, the  
game will be held once every two weeks over the period of two  
years depending on discussions held between the two parties  
involved in the game.

Materials: Wood, and tin, iron or 
 lead
Location: Malay World 
 Ethnological Museum, 
 Kuala Lumpur, 
 Malaysia

Spinning Top
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Kercang 
Toy

The kercang is used as part of a mind testing game. It was  
developed by the Jakun tribe (an Orang Asli tribe in Pahang  
and Johor). According to Jakun beliefs, the kercang is usually  
played when hunting in the woods, and can also be used as  
protection from wild animal attacks. The kercang would be  
thrown towards the animal in order to distract them. It is said that  
animals would be preoccupied with playing with the kercang,  
thus ignoring the person or victim. For the player, solving the  
kercang puzzle requires the right technique.

The kercang is also a problem solver for players who fall in  
love with a girl who has more than one romantic suitor. It is said  
that the first young man who can solve the kercang puzzle is  
considered eligible to marry the girl. There are several types of  
kercang and the size usually varies between 15cm to 20cm.

Material: rattan
Location: Orang Asli Crafts 
 Museum, 
 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Toy
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Rebak 
Musical Instrument

The rebak is a traditional instrument from the Semelai tribe.  
The Semelai are one of the 18 tribes of Malaysia’s Orang Asli 
group. This string instrument is played like a violin and is usually  
played by a Semelai man during the Semelai gathering  
ceremony. Sometimes, it is played during their leisure time.  
It is normally played with other instruments like the keranting  
and pensol.

The most interesting part is the head of the rebak, which is made  
from coconut shell. River puffer fish skin is wrapped around  
the entire rebak head. It is said that puffer fish skin is used  
because of its unique pattern and because it has a natural  
adhesive from the mucus of its skin. The spiked surface of the  
puffer fish skin also makes the sound more immersive.

Materials: hardwood, coconut shell, 
 puffer fish skin and 
 nylon string
Location: Orang Asli Crafts 
 Museum,
 Kuala Lumpur, 
 Malaysia

Musical Instrument
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Batige / Betig (Maranao)

Trumpo (Filipino) 

Wooden Top

This object is a carved wooden top inlaid with silver. Young  
and adult males play this outdoors. A metre-long string is 
wound on the lower portion of the top. Held between the thumb  
and forefinger, it is thrown on the ground with a jerkon the string 
for it to spin. Softwood varieties are used for recreation, while 
those made of hardwood are used for competitions. The aim  
is to let the top spin for a longer time and/or to inflict damage to 
the opponent’s spinning top.

Different groups in the country play the wooden top: the Ifugao  
and Bontoc of the Cordillera; the Hanunóo-Mangyan of  
Mindoro; the Molbog, Tagbanua and  ala’wan of Palawan; and 
the Maranao and Maguindanao of Mindanao. The largest wooden  
tops, usually inlaid with silver or mother-of-pearl, are those of  
the Maranao. Brass tops are observed among the Maguindanao. 

At present, smaller and crudely carved wooden tops are played  
by young boys during the summer months or school break.

Materials: hardwood, silver and 
 iron nail
Location: National Museum of 
 the Philippines, Manila

Wooden Top
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Sipa (Filipino)

Rattan Ball

A rattan mesh weave ball used to play a kick-ball game also 
called sipa.

Sipa players form a circle, kicking the ball back and forth, trying 
to keep it in the air for as long as possible. The player who fails  
to return the ball loses a count, while the one who fails the least 
is declared the best player. During the American occupation,  
this was modified into two teams, playing over a stretched net at  
their centre. Kicking the ball was restricted to the heel and side  
of the foot. Among certain Filipino Muslim groups, players show  
much skill in kicking the ball into a basket, similar to basketball. 

The Maranao nobility traditionally play sipa during special  
gatherings at the yard of the torogan, their royal house. Kasipa 
sa manggis is one variation where the players aim for the small  
boxes hanging from a manggis, a flagged bamboo pole. The one  
who hits a box and makes it fall is given a prize. Kasipa usually  
involves the princes from the other sultanates; whoever kicks the  
sipa high enough to enter the room of the sultan’s daughter, or  
the lamin, is chosen as her partner. 

Material: rattan
Location: National Museum of 
 the Philippines, Manila

Rattan Ball
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Erhu 
Musical Instrument

The erhu is a traditional Chinese two-stringed instrument with  
a long neck and body made of wood. It is played with a bow.  
It has a dragon’s head carved at the top of the neck. It is used 
as a solo instrument, and also played in small ensembles  
as well as larger orchestras.

This instrument originally belonged to the Er Woo Amateur  
Musical and Dramatic Association, which was formed in 1912 by 
a group of Teochew businessmen in Singapore. The Association  
sought to promote Han opera and music, which originated 
in Hubei, China, in the 16th century. These art forms gradually  
spread, and by the 19th century, they had gained popularity  
among the Hakka and Teochew communities in Guangdong 
Province.

Materials: wood, metal
Location: National Museum of 
 Singapore

Musical Instrument
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Drum This wooden drum (gendang) has hitting surfaces covered with  
cowhide or goatskin. The skin is held taut by rattan hoops,  
one round each head, and linked together by rattan cords.

Traditional Malay music often accompanies theatre, dance, or  
other forms of entertainment. The basic element in traditional  
Malay music is the drum.

Materials: Cowhide, animal skin, 
 rattan, wood
Location: National Museum of
 Singapore

Drum
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Pong Lang 
Musical Instrument

The pong lang is a wooden xylophone, made of local wood  
that villagers have gathered from the fields. In the past, villagers  
used it as a simple percussion instrument. The villagers would  
carry the pong lang with them during their work in the rice fields  
and play the instrument whenever they had free time. 

In 1983, Mr. Pluang Chairasmi, a Thai National Artist in the per-
forming arts (Thai music) developed the present-day pong lang. 
The pong lang ensemble consists of a xylophone (the pong lang), 
a steam whistle, a mouth organ, a drum and a double-stringed 
instrument. Most of the songs are at a fast tempo. All musicians 
can do the dances while playing their instruments. The pong lang 
is performed at many events, rituals, celebrations and concerts. 
Before the performance, musicians would pay respect to their 
masters (the wai kru) using rice wine (or other kinds of alcohol), 
flowers, incense sticks and candles as offerings.

Material: wood, rope
Location: Maha Sarakham Province, 
 Thailand

Musical Instrument
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Wao Chula 
Kite

The wao (a kite) is a toy for both children and adults. The wao  
chula is a type of Thai kite in the shape of a pentagram star. The  
construction of the wao chula is more complex than that of other  
kinds, such as the wao i tui and the wao pak-pao, since it is  
expected to fly like a big bird. Thus, kite makers have to be very  
skilful, especially when it comes to balancing the kites. A lead is  
used to balance the head and the tail so that the wao chula can  
fly far up in the sky. It is sometimes called wao ngao because of  
the ‘ngao’ sound it makes when flying against the strong wind  
and the wheezing of the small piece of palm leaf (khan siang)
attached to the body of the kite. The annual kite flying festival  
takes place between February and April every year before the  
rainy season.

Kite flying was popular in Siam (Thailand), especially among  
members of the royal family in the Ayutthaya and Bangkok  
periods. In fact, the golden age of kite flying as a kind of sport  
was during the reign of King Rama V when annual kite flying  
contests were held regularly. The contests between the wao  
chula and the wao pak-pao were always the most outstanding.  
In Bangkok, the best-known site for kite flying has been the  
Phra Men Ground or Sanam Luang (the Royal Field). In other  
provinces, people fly kites in their front yards, on the streets or  
in the fields.

Materials: bamboo stalks, paper, 
 string
Location: Thai Kite Museum, 
 Bangkok, Thailand

Kite
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Đèn Kéo Quân
Troop Lantern

This troop lantern is a type of toy for children for the Mid-Autumn  
Festival. It is often hung at the front of the house near a decorated  
fruit tray. The lit candle, creating thermal energy, makes the  
paper wheel spin and the pivot rotate. Looking from the outside,  
we can see the movement of people and objects cut from  
paper. It is difficult and complicated to make this kind of  
lantern, which used to be just for wealthy families. Nowadays,  
many families buy these lanterns or make them for the children 
themselves.

Troop lanterns have an octagonal or cylindrical shape. The  
bottom is made of thick rigid paper. The body frame is made  
of bamboo. Thin coloured paper (dó) depicting images of  
daisies and lemon flowers is glued onto the body, and the edge  
is decorated with fringes of yellow threads. There can be a  
variety of depictions with the pieces of cut paper, such as farmers 
ploughing, troops, an elderly woman husking rice, fish and crabs.

Materials: bamboo, paper, 
 cellophane
Location: Vietnam Museum of 
 Ethnology, Hanoi

Troop Lantern
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Đing Tăk Tar
Musical Instrument

Đing tăk tar is a type of wind instrument with a reed and free  
vibration. The calabash tube is made from a kind of bamboo that  
is approximately 50 centimetres in length. On the tube, there are  
three holes and a thin piece of bronze to make the reed. One  
side of the tube is stuck onto a dry gourd and beeswax is used  
to hermetically seal the contact. A hole is created at the top of  
the gourd to which a piece of bamboo is connected for blowing.

The đing tăk tar is only played by men for various occasions,  
such as ancestor worship ceremonies and for the rice  
harvesting season. The people of the Êđê Bih ethnic group  
use this instrument in the ceremony to inaugurate a new house.  
The Mnông people use this musical instrument for buffalo  
sacrifices and before burning the field. The Mạ and Cơho  
peoples also have this kind of musical instrument. People also  
play the đing tăk tar leisurely at home or outside, and during  
times of epic khan singing. To play this instrument, one hand  
is used to hold the body while the other presses the holes.  
Nowadays, this musical instrument is still made and played by 
the elderly.

Materials: bamboo, calabash, 
 bronze
Location: Vietnam Museum of 
 Ethnology, Hanoi

88 Musical Instrument
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Trống Pa-ra-nưng
Drum

To play this drum, one would need to cross one’s legs, place the  
drum on the thigh with the bottom of the drum being in contact  
with the player’s chest. One arm holds the drum steadily while  
both hands are used to tap. This kind of drum is considered a 
spiritual object. As a result, the player is honoured as a master,  
and the ‘asking for permission’ ritual must be performed before 
it is played. Traditionally, the paranưng is only used in rituals  
and rites, but nowadays, it is performed on stage.

The paranưng drum is a kind of vibrating-ear musical instrument  
and is played just by tapping the leather. The body of the  
paranưng is a short cylinder and is made of iron and cóc wood.  
One side is covered with goat or muntjac leather, which is fixed  
to 12 wooden supports using a hoop and rattan strings. The  
terms ‘paranưng’, ‘ginang’ and ‘saranai tube’ refer to different  
parts of the human body, paranưng being the body’s system,  
ginang the legs and the saranai tube the head.

Materials: wood, leather
Location: Vietnam Museum of 
 Ethnology, Hanoi

Drum 89
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Rihal
Quran Book Stand

Rihal is a stand for the holy Quran book, or the Quran book’s  
wooden holder. It is used when reciting verses from the Quran. 
It is called rihal in Brunei, which comes from the Urdu word  
‘rehal’. Thesestands were developed because, in Islamic tradi-
tion, it is not respectful to put the Quran book on the floor while 
reading it. The beautifully carved floral designs engraved on the 
rihal are believed to increase the joy of reading the Quran.

Nowadays, some Brunei woodcarvers make rihal as part of  
their trade and sell them at local bazaars.

Quran Book Stand

Material: Wood
Location: Malay Technology 
 Museum, Brunei 
 Darussalam
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Kompeh
Buddhist Receptacle

The kompeh is a receptacle originally designed for Buddhist  
ceremonies. It is used to proffer incense, candles and food. It  
can also be used as a receptacle to offer presents to the bride’s  
family during the wedding rituals. The kompeh can often be  
used as an alternative to the heb (see“Heb Container for Betel”,  
p.53), which contains all the necessary items for chewing betel 
leaves.

Materials: wood from 
 the kapok tree, 
 ‘Koh’ tree, 
 bamboo, palm tree stalk, 
 natural tree 
 resin or ‘Mrak’
Location: Damdek, 
 Siem Reap Province, 
 Cambodia

Buddhist Receptacle
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Nampan Pulur 
Lacquer Plate

This lacquer plate is important for the people of Palembang,  
South Sumatra Province, Indonesia, because food is placed  
on it during various traditional ceremonies. For example, it is  
used to place gifts during wedding ceremonies. Because of its  
beautiful shape and motifs, it is also used as a wall decoration.  
Its motifs are highly influenced by Chinese culture, such as the  
representation of a mystical animal, a combination of the dragon  
and lion with scales on its body. Back then, the plate was owned  
only by the nobility and merchants.

Lacquer is the name of a resin material, produced by a certain  
insect called Laccifer Iacca. The plant on which this insect  
lives is called the kemalo tree. The only place in Indonesia that  
produces this lacquer plate is Palembang. This area has had  
a strong cultural relationship with Chinese migrants since the 7th 
century. During their spare time, migrants made lacquer wares, 
such as plates, jewellery boxes, and betel boxes. The charac-
teristics of this lacquer craft are that it is water impermeable and  
consists of only three colours, namely red, black, and golden  
yellow.

Materials: wood, lacquer, prada 
 (applied gold-leaf), 
 ochre paint
Location: National Museum of 
 Indonesia, Jakarta

Lacquer Plate
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Ukiran 
Wall Decoration

This wall decoration is from Cirebon, West Java Province,  
Indonesia. Its detailed ornamentation is made using the wood  
carving technique. It is usually hung inside the house, particularly  
in the living room. The influence of Arabic culture can be seen in  
the carved Arabic words, which say “Laa ilaaha illallah”, meaning:  
“There is no God but Allah”. It is believed to protect the home’s  
owner from danger. Meanwhile, the influence of Chinese culture 
can be seen in the artistic style of the carved rain clouds (mega  
mendung). This motif is believed to bring wealth and prosperity,  
as rain fertilizes soil.

Cirebon is a coastal area that has been significantly influenced  
by Arabic and Chinese cultures. This wall decoration is an  
example of the acculturation of both cultures among local  
citizens and migrants. In this wall decoration, local craftsmen  
replicated motifs found on Chinese ceramics, which were  
commonly sold in Cirebon. Islam, which came to Java through  
Arab migrants, was well accepted by the locals; thus, Islamic  
values grew quickly among the Cirebon Sultanate and its people.

Material: wood
Location: National Museum of 
 Indonesia, Jakarta

Wall Decoration
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Hahoe Tal 
Mask

This is a yangban (nobleman) mask for the masked dance  
called Hahoe Byeolshin Gut Talnori. This masked dance has 
11 masks, representing different people such as the Buddhist  
monk, the butcher, the young woman, the bride, the scholar,  
the village idiot, the servant and the old widow. Among them,  
the yangban mask is the best known. It has a wide nose and  
flowing lines for the eyebrows. The Hahoe masked dance would  
be performed on the first full moon day of the lunar calendar by  
villagers to make fun of their masters of the yangban nobility. 

In olden days, most Korean masks were made of paper or gourd,  
so most were destroyed after the performance. Hence, it is  
difficult to find old masks. However, Hahoe masks made of  
wood are more formal and have a high artistic value. Hahoe is  
a famous village in southeastern Korea where strong Confucian  
traditions have been preserved. It became a UNESCO World  
Heritage Site in 2010. This village holds the Andong International  
Maskdance Festival to celebrate its cultural tradition.

Material: wood
Location: National Folk Museum 
 of Korea

Mask
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Sangmo 
Ribbon Hat

Sangmo is the name of the ribbon hat worn by members of  
a farmers’ music band. This ribbon hat has a long whip with a bird  
feather or string. Korean farmers’ music is called pungmul. It is  
composed of four main percussion instruments: kkwaenggari  
(small gongs), jing (gong), janggu (double-headed drum), and  
buk (drum).

The leader of the band (sangshoi) uses this sangmo to direct the  
speed of the rhythm and the formation of band. He moves his  
hat’s direction and changes the shape of the ribbon by spinning  
and streaming it to lead the band. The dance and the sangmo  
streamer movement are very difficult to learn. Sometimes, the  
sangshoi engages in an acrobatic performance.

Materials: bird feather, paper
Location: National Folk Museum 
 of Korea

Ribbon Hat
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Phabieng 
Scarf 

This Lao scarf is usually worn by women on important social  
occasions such as wedding ceremonies. In addition, some  
women wear this type of scarf when they go to the temple. The  
scarf is worn to cover the body and the shoulder. It can also  
be used for other purposes and can be worn by men.

Lao women have been weaving textiles for centuries, thus making  
it an integral part of Lao customs and traditions. As a result of  
this traditional activity, Lao PDR is known around the world as a  
centre for textile weaving.

Materials: cotton, silk
Location: Lao National Museum, 
 Vientiane, Lao PDR

Scarf 98
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This embroidered pillow is normally used during Malay wedding  
ceremonies. It is usually placed on wedding dais as a backrest  
cushion for the bride and groom or as the pillow upon which  
the couple places their hands for the blessing ceremony. The  
bantal bertekat always comes as a pair. It can also be used  
as a decorative item in the bride’s bedroom. The production of  
a pillow can take months depending on the size and detail of the 
embroidery motif.

Kuala Kangsar, in Perak State, Malaysia, is known as the only 
place where all the embroidered goods are currently being  
produced. It is said that a girl needed to prepare all of the  
embroidery for her marriage items herself, like decorative  
couches, pillowcases, bed sheets, fans and shoes. This would 
show that most Malay girls were well trained and had the  
necessary skills to prepare for marriage.

Embroidered Pillow

Bantal Bertekat 
Embroidered Pillow

Materials: velvet cloth, 
 gold/silver thread
Location: National Textile Museum, 
 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
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Charms/amulets are used as protection from danger, to ensure  
success or good fortune, or for love. 

Anting-anting/agimat are usually wrapped in red or black cloth,  
kept inside pockets, bags, or pinned on clothing. Others are 
worn as bracelets, pendants, and incorporated into handker-
chiefs and clothing. Children, particularly in rural Philippines,  
are made to wear these, since they are believed to be more  
susceptible to evil spirits. Hunters among groups in Palawan use  
these for successful hunts. During the Spanish and American  
revolutions, Filipino soldiers wore amulets to shield them from 
death.

Amulets’ powers are recharged with prayers recited on Fridays, 
particularly during Good Friday. When not worn, these are kept  
in bowls or bottled with coconut oil to keep them ‘alive’. When its  
owners die, they may be passed on to someone of their choosing.  
Most amulets sold in Quiapo, Manila, are said to be sourced  
from Dolores, Quezon Province, an access point to Mount  
Banahaw, known for its healing energies hence frequented by  
pilgrims. 

With the strong influence of Catholicism in the country, these  
have been replaced by rosaries, cross pendants and images of  
Christ and Mother Mary. Occasionally, amulets are worn together  
with these Christian symbols.

Charm / Amulet

Spiritual & Communal objects

Anting-anting / Agimat
(Filipino)

Charm / Amulet

Materials: metal and wax
Location: National Museum of 
 the Philippines, Manila

100
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Luka (Hanunóo-Mangyan)

Tobacco Container

This object is a container for pieces of dried tobacco leaves. 
These tubes are carried by both men and women inside their  
bags or pouches, together with betel chew ingredients, areca  
nut, betel leaf and lime. Their fitted covers maintain the strong  
aroma and flavour of the tobacco.

Bamboo tobacco and lime containers of the Hanunóo of Mindoro  
are usually incised with ambahan, a seven-syllable form of  
poetry in their syllabic script. These tubes are thus regarded  
as instrumental in preserving and transmitting their poetry and 
script, which is already inscribed in the UNESCO Memory of  
the World International Register.

Betel chewing is widely practised in Southeast Asia and Oceania,  
used to establish relationships, as offerings to ancestors and  
spirits during rites and healing rituals, and as part of wedding  
ceremonies.

Material: bamboo
Location: National Museum of 
 the Philippines, Manila

Tobacco Container
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Sireh 
Betel Chewing Set

A sireh set (tempat sireh) is a box with containers to store the  
various ingredients used in betel chewing. Lime (kapur), areca  
nut (pinang), gambier, and tobacco (temaco) were wrapped  
together to form a ball that was chewed for a pleasing high. 
This simple sireh set is undecorated, and was probably for  
daily use, rather than special occasions.

Chewing sireh was an important social ritual. In the Malay  
world, it played a role in defining cultural identity, and was used  
in rituals marking different stages of life, from birth to marriage  
to death.

Material: brass
Location: National Museum of 
 Singapore

Betel Chewing Set
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Talapat 
Fan

Non-decorated oval fans like the talapat made from palm leaves  
are used by monks in Buddhist ceremonies. The monks place  
and hold the talapat in front of them while chanting. However,  
most of the fans in use today are decorated ones, which can  
also be divided into two categories, the first being a symbol of 
the rank given by the kings to the monks when they reach a  
certain rank in Pali studies, called ‘phatyot’, for use in royal,  
religious and state ceremonies. Fans from the second category  
of decorated fans are made commercially for the general public.

‘Talapat’ is a term derived from Pali, an ancient language from  
South Asia in which the Buddhist scriptures of the Pali canon  
are written. The scriptures were usually written on palm leaves,  
the material from which the talapat is made. It is considered to 
be the oldest type of fan used in Thailand. In the past, the talapat  
were only made of palm leaves. Nowadays, other materials  
are also used, such as silk, feathers, wool and velvet, but these  
fans are still called ‘talapat’ or ‘phat’.

Materials: palm leaf, wood
Location: Wat Nang, Bangkok, 
 Thailand

Fan
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MõTre
Bamboo Bell

This bell is used to raise the alarm in case of an emergency or  
to call people to a communal meeting. In some places, there  
are regulations that people must follow according to the bell  
rings. For example, three long rings with three normal rings  
invite villagers to a meeting; one long ring and three normal rings 
invite only village officials to a meeting;  and one long continuous  
ring signals an emergency. The way to use the bell is to have one 
hand holding it and the other hand holding the wooden stick.  
Nowadays, this kind of bell is still used, even though there are  
other kinds of metal bells.

The bell is made of a piece of bamboo root with a handle of 5-7  
centimetres in length. There is a 3-centimetre wide cavity in the 
centre running all along the body to create the sound. In some  
villages, the bell is made of jackfruit wood. Among the Táy  
people, in addition to their use in conveying messages to the 
community, these bells are tied around the necks of buffaloes  
in order to easily find them in forest. If one family has many  
buffaloes, only one bell needs to be tied around the neck of the 
leading buffalo.

Materials: bamboo, wood
Location: Vietnam Museum of 
 Ethnology, Hanoi

Bamboo Bell
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Bubu 
Fish Trap

Bubu is a type of fish trap made of bamboo and circular rattan  
frames used for freshwater fishing. Hence, it is shaped like a  
barrel but tapered towards the end to resemble a cone. Its  
mouth, the larger end, is fitted with a separate funnel entrance  
that allows fish and prawns to pass into the bubu in one direction 
only. A bubu is usually laid horizontally in shallow knee- or thigh- 
deep water in a riverbed or inland water channel.

In the past, bubu was used in a specific ritual called alai bubu  
(bubu dance) whereby a group of singers would invoke the  
spirit of the bubu to dance. These singers stood around the  
bubu, holding it in place while onlookers were challenged to a  
duel of strength with the bubu. It is believed that a possessed  
bubu is full of strength when sung with the alai bubu song.

Materials: rattan, bamboo
Location: Malay Technology 
 Museum, Brunei 
 Darussalam

Fish Trap
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Cheal Kor Sdouch
Thin-Neck Basket

The thin-neck basket is used by local fishermen to store their  
catch. Its particular shape and the lid at the top prevent the fish  
from escaping the basket once they have been caught. The  
basket is usually suspended with its lower part immersed in  
water so as to keep the fish alive. On the way home or to the  
market, fishermen tend to use water hyacinth leaves to loosely  
wrap the fish to ensure that they remain fresh.

Here is a Cambodian folktale about fishing baskets:

 “Once upon a time, there lived in great poverty a fisher- 
 man and his beautiful wife. Her husband caught fish  
 everyday but she let them escape because her basket  
 had holes at the bottom. The wife was very lazy and did  
 not bother to repair her basket. Her name was Srey kanh  
 choeu tlouh, ‘the lady with the pierced basket’. One day  
 a merchant passed by with his wife and fell in love with  
 Srey kanh choeu tlouh. He cunningly traded his wife for  
 the fisherman’s and went away. The new fisherman’s  
 wife was very virtuous and repaired the basket. She  
 helped him catch lots of fish that they sold in the market.  
 They became very rich. The wealthy merchant instead  
 lost all his fortune because his new beautiful wife  
 wasted it all and was too lazy to work.”

Materials: rattan, known in Khmer 
 as  ‘lpeak’
Location: Puok District, 
 Siem Reap Province, 
 Cambodia

Thin-Neck Basket
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Pakato 
Rice Stem Cutter

This rice stem cutter is used by the Kajang ethnic group who  
live in Tana Toa Village, Bulukumba Regency, South Sulawesi  
Province, Indonesia. In the local language, this equipment is  
called pakato. Planting rice as well as vegetables, fruits, coffee,  
cacao, herbs and spices constitutes the primary means of  
livelihood of the Kajang people. Their staple food is rice, in  
addition to corn. Still today, the Kajang people uphold their  
ancestors’ traditions. They live a down-to-earth life and avoid the  
use of modern equipment, including electricity.

Kajang women help their husbands or parents only at certain  
times, such as harvest time. While cutting rice stems using  
pakato, they are not allowed to think negative thoughts. After  
each harvesting period is over, the Kajang people hold a  
traditional ceremony called “Rumatang”, led by a village elder  
called ammatoa. This ceremony is an expression of gratitude to  
the deity. Kajang women prepare offerings consisting of various  
foods made of black rice and white rice, while the men tie the  
harvested rice into several big bundles to be dried under the sun.

Materials: bamboo, wood, iron
Location: National Museum of 
 Indonesia, Jakarta

Rice Stem Cutter
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Baliung 
Agricultural Tool

This is a baliung, originating from West Sumatra, Indonesia, 
which is known as a fertile agricultural area. It is used to smash  
rigid soil in order to make it friable and farming-friendly. It is also  
used to clean soil from grass and to flatten the soil. It is made of  
iron, which makes it a robust piece of equipment. Most baliung  
users are men, because farming requires powerful strength.

Archaeological evidence shows that the baliung was used in 
Indonesia since prehistoric times. Indonesia is an agricultural  
country with abundant yields. Every morning in the villages,  
farmers walk to the rice fields while carrying the baliung on  
their shoulders. When they ride a bicycle to go to the rice fields, 
the baliung is fastened to the back of the bicycle. There are  
variations to terms and shapes of the baliung throughout  
Indonesia, but it is commonly used the same way. In Java, the 
baliung has a bigger iron plate and is called cangkul.

Materials: wood, iron, rattan
Location: National Museum of 
 Indonesia, Jakarta

Agricultural Tool
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Soum Chap Pa
Fish Trap

This fish trap is used by Lao people in local areas to catch fish  
in the rivers, lakes and streams. Anywhere one can find fish,  
one can find these fish traps. Fish is a major food staple in  
Lao PDR.

Here is a Lao folktale about the fish trap:

 “A long time ago, there was a very old man who lived  
 alone on his farm. One day, he was very hungry. He was  
 so tired from working hard on the farm. On the way back  
 to his hut, he passed a stream. He saw some fish and  
 wanted to eat them, but he did not know how get fish  
 from the water. When he got back to his hut, he thought  
 long and hard about how he could possibly catch these  
 fish. Then, he decided to cut the bamboo from the forest  
 to make a fish trap. Once he completed his task, he was  
 able to catch fish for his meals. This fish trap has been  
 used ever since.”

Materials: bamboo, string
Location: Lao National Museum,
 Vientiane, Lao PDR

Fish Trap
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Nyiru 
Winnow

This tool is used to winnow paddy, rice and grains to separate  
the rice grains from chaff, filth and dust. The surface is tightly  
woven. In early days, the winnowing was usually done by women.  
The winnow is raised to the same level as the head. Through  
this method, the paddy is poured on the nyiru and is sifted with  
the help of the wind. As a result, chaff will be whisked away,  
leaving only rice on the nyiru. This nyiru can also be used as a  
receptacle for drying fish, bananas or flour.

In traditional Malay communities, the nyiru is widely used in 
old proverbs. The size of the nyiru is larger than both palms of 
the hand. Hence, the nyiru represents the larger appreciation  
towards those who provide help. In olden days, the lives of  
Malays revolved around paddy agriculture. Nowadays, the nyiru  
can rarely be found in modern Malay homes.

Materials: palm, rattan, bamboo 
 skin
Location: Department of 
 Museums Malaysia, 
 Kuala Lumpur

Winnow
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Baroto / Bayoto / Bauto
(Manobo)
Bangka (Filipino)

Dug-Out Wooden Boat

The dug-out wooden boat is primarily used for fishing and  
transporting people and goods. The selection of timber for the  
boat involves a ritual, which requires the offering of a red chicken 
to avoid the anger of the spirits. The size of the baroto varies,  
depending on its intended use, number of passengers and 
the current of the local waters. It can be built to accommodate  
as many as 20 people. In historical accounts, it was used to  
transport one to 20 cavan of rice (approximately 1,200 kilo-
grams). 

Due to the absence of katig (outrigger) in the baroto, it is only  
used in inland waters, such as the mangrove forests of the  
Agusan Marsh in southern Philippines, where the Manobo  
reside. The baroto also has other uses. The macerated pith  
of the sago palm (Metroxylon sagu Rottb.) is washed here and 
the starch that settles at its bottom, called unau, is cooked into  
rice cakes or as staple food. In some cases, it also serves as  
a temporary container for threshed rice, before transferring the  
grains to the mortar for pounding.

Material: wood locally known 
 as ‘lauan’
Location: National Museum of 
 the Philippines, Butuan

Dug-Out Wooden Boat
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Tum Pla Yon
Fish Trap

A tum is a kind of bamboo fishing gear used for trapping  
species of small migratory catfish, called pla yon in Thai language.  
Each year, at the beginning of April, the pla yon catfish migrates  
upstream from the Mekong River all the way to the Mun River.  
Seasonal migrations of this kind of catfish help the fishery  
sector’s economy, which is the most important economic sector 
of the village of Ban Kor Tai. The most significant part of a tum  
is the nga. It is an entrance to the inner part of the tum, and  
once fish enter the nga, they will not be able to go out because 
the nga prevents the fish from escaping. Fishermen have to  
adjust or change the size of the nga if the fish do not go inside 
the trap. Some fishermen have tried to adopt a new technique  
of weaving the nga or to use a new material. However, they  
found that bamboo is the best material for making the nga.

During the high-water season, there are more than 200 traps 
along the Mun River. Today, this region is facing many challenges.  
The river, peoples, and the environment around this area are  
changing. While the demand for fishing is increasing, economic  
development projects are rising, in particular the Pak Mun Dam  
project. This project has caused a decrease in the diversity of  
fish species. With these changes, the variety of fishing gear and  
knowledge of how to make them are also decreasing.

Materials: bamboo, bamboo strips 
Location: Ban Kor Tai, 
 Ubon Ratchathani 
 Province, Thailand

Fish Trap
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Bù Nhìn Hình Vượn 
Monkey-Shaped Scarecrow

Scarecrows are made by men to scare birds and animals in  
order to protect their farm produce before harvesting. People  
often hang them in the fields with a set of bamboo tubes operated  
by wind or water power, or add bells to create threatening 
sounds. In this way, birds and animals do not harm the farm’s 
produce. This traditional way of protecting harvests is still  
practised in areas where there are slash-and-burn fields and  
forests.

Scarecrows are usually made of bamboo strips using a double- 
weaving technique. This monkey-shaped one is tied to the  
bamboo frame with rattan threads. Its head depicts a face with 
a pair of eyes, a nose, a mouth and ears. Parts of it can be  
blackened from charcoal or soot in order to make prominent 
shapes against the light background. In olden days, there was 
much more forest area, and the slash-and-burn fields were  
located alternately in the forest. As a result, driving birds and  
wild animals away was a very important task.

Materials: woven bamboo strips 
 (decorated with charcoal 
 or blackened by smoke)
Location: Vietnam Museum of 
 Ethnology, Hanoi

Monkey-Shaped Scarecrow
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Trap for Wild Cocks

The Mường people of Vietnam usually use a live cock as bait to  
attract other cocks into this trap. The trap mainly consists of a  
cylinder with a bevelled edge and is wrapped with woven  
bamboo using the under-and-over-weaving technique to  
create lozenge motifs. The bevelled side is open. The other 
side is closed by two rattan circles with the same centre. The  
smallest circle’s diameter is only large enough for a cock’s  
neck to go through it. After a cock is placed inside the trap, the  
latter is then closed by a piece of bamboo. The cock then ends  
up sticking its neck through a rattan circle at the other side of 
the trap. Afterwards, the trap is placed in the forest or outlying  
hedges. There is only one way in, and pieces of rope are  
used to create the trap. When the cock placed in the trap as bait 
cries out, it attracts other wild cocks and they all get trapped.  
Nowadays, the Mường people still use this tool to trap wild 
cocks.The season for trapping cocks is from the second to  
the fourth, the ninth, and the tenth month of the lunar calendar.

Bẫy Gà Mồi
Trap for Wild Cocks

Materials: bamboo, rattan
Location: Vietnam Museum of 
 Ethnology, Hanoi





Asia-Pacific Centre of Education for International Understanding (APCEIU) under the auspices of  
UNESCO was established in 2000, the International Year of a Culture of Peace, to promote Education 
for International Understanding (EIU) towards a Culture of Peace in Asia and the Pacific region according 
to the agreement between the Government of the Republic of Korea and UNESCO. To fulfil its mandate,  
APCEIU, as the first regional centre of its kind, works in collaboration with governments, National  
Commissions for UNESCO, UNESCO Headquarters, academia and civil society of the UNESCO  
Member States in the region. (www.unescoapceiu.org)

The Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization (SEAMEO) is a regional intergovernmental  
organization established to promote regional cooperation in education, science and culture in the  
region. Its 11 Member Countries include Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Lao PDR, Indonesia, Malaysia,  
Myanmar, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Timor Leste and Vietnam. It embodies 8 Associate  
Member Countries: Australia, Canada, France, Germany, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Spain and 
United Kingdom; and three Affiliate Members, namely the International Council for Open and Distance 
Education (ICDE), the University of Tsukuba, Japan, and the British Council. Over the past four decades, 
SEAMEO has provided regional leadership in human resource development and diverse expertise in edu-
cation, culture, health, environment, agriculture, and natural resources. (www.seameo.org) 
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 www.unescoapceiu.org

www.seameo.org

http://www.unescoapceiu.org
http://www.seameo.org


The Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization Regional Centre for Archaeology and Fine Arts 
(SEAMEO SPAFA) acts as a regional coordinator in the fields of archaeology and fine arts. The Centre  
organizes research and capacity-building activities with the aim of highlighting cultural diversity and  
regional identity in the Southeast Asian region, by cultivating awareness and appreciation of cultural  
heritage, and advancing knowledge and professional competence in the fields of its mandate. In so  
doing, the Centre hopes to promote mutual understanding and collaboration for increased collective  
knowledge among the countries of Southeast Asia. (www.seameo-spafa.org)

 www.seameo-spafa.org

http://www.seameo-spafa.org


 • Brunei Darussalam: All photographs courtesy of the Brunei Museums Department, Ministry  
  of Culture, Youth and Sports

 • Cambodia: All photographs courtesy of Dr. Krisna Uk, Executive Director, Center for Khmer  
  Studies

 • Indonesia: All photographs courtesy of the National Museum of Indonesia, Ministry of  
  Education and Culture

 • Korea: All photographs courtesy of the National Folk Museum of Korea, except the  
  photograph of the ‘Three Tiered Chest’, which is courtesy of the Korea Cultural Heritage  
  Foundation

 • Lao PDR: All photographs courtesy of the Lao National Museum, Ministry of Information,  
  Culture and Tourism

 • Malaysia: All photographs courtesy of the Department of Museums Malaysia, Ministry of  
  Tourism and Culture Malaysia

 • Philippines: All photographs courtesy of the National Museum of the Philippines

 • Singapore: All photographs courtesy of the National Heritage Board

 • Thailand: All photographs courtesy of the Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn Anthropology  
  Centre

 • Vietnam: All photographs courtesy of the Vietnam Museum of Ethnology

Photography Credits
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